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ABSTRACT

Optical switches based on SOAs are critical elements for the implementation o f all- 

optical gating. The various wavelength conversion schemes are limited by their 

polarisation sensitivity. The polarisation sensitivity o f SOAs, due to different gain and 

refractive indices in the TE and TM modes is well known and the resulting non-linear 

polarisation rotation can also be used for optical switching. Manufacturers characterize 

their devices in the continuous wave (CW) regime. However low gain anisotropy does 

not mean preservation of the input signal state of polarisation and for switching 

applications both CW and pulsed sources are used. The object of this thesis is to 

experimentally investigate the origins of the polarisation effects and how they affect the 

performance o f SOAs, both in the continuous wave and dynamic regimes.

Firstly, without optical injection, analysis o f the amplified spontaneous emission spectra 

shows that, as quoted by the manufacturer, the single-pass gains of the TE and TM 

modes are almost equal. A small birefringence is also observed. Then measurement and 

modelling of the change in polarisation undergone by a single CW beam are 

undertaken. TE and TM gains are found to be close under low optical injection but their 

difference increases with increasing injected power, the TE gain becoming increasingly 

larger than the TM gain. The phase difference between TE and TM modes is found to 

get closer to zero as the injected power is increased. Finally a small rotation of the 

principal axis, to a maximum of 5° is observed. Pump probe studies in the CW regime 

show that polarisation effects can potentially increase the extinction ratio by a 

maximum of 2dB or decrease it by 1.5dB, compared to cross gain modulation only. The 

polarisation dependent dynamics are found to vary widely. Both interband and 

intraband contribution are studied. The fast recovering (~5ps) gain compression 

observed in the co-polarised configuration is prevalent for the TETE case, which shows 

the highest potential for ultrafast all-optical gain switching. When injecting light 

polarised along the eigen modes of the device, the polarisation rotation measured is low, 

less than 10°. Finally polarisation dependent detection is used to study the dynamics of 

the change in polarisation. Linearly polarised light at 45° is injected. The change in 

polarisation is found to be mainly a change in the ellipticity. Although its recovery is 

dominated by the slow interband effects, an improved performance (faster response and 

higher extinction ratio), compared to gain switching only, can be obtained by carefully 

choosing the orientation of the output polarizer.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction and thesis overview

CHAPTER 1 :

INTRODUCTION AND THESIS OVERVIEW

1. Introduction

The ever increasing volume of data being transferred across the world has been driving 

the demand for capacity and speed in communication systems. In modem digital 

communication systems especially, the speed and capacity can be enhanced by 

increasing the frequency of the carrier used in the system [1], Compared to conventional 

cable and wireless systems, optical communications offer the possibility to carry many 

more channels because o f the high carrier frequency of light and the large bandwidth of 

the optical fibres. Therefore, once a suitable matching transmission medium was found, 

optical waveguides, optical communications developed rapidly. Optical amplification is 

needed in optical communication networks because of attenuation and dispersion in 

optical fibres. Attenuation causes power loss thereby limiting the transmission distance, 

while dispersion leads to pulse broadening and limits the fibre bandwidth. Therefore in 

long-haul optical fibre communication systems, the signal needs to be regenerated. The 

need for linear amplification led to the development of the semiconductor optical 

amplifiers (SOA) in the 1980s. However with the arrival of the erbium doped fibre 

amplifier (EDFA) in the 1990s, the SOAs were almost out-competed as linear 

amplifiers [2], and up to now EDFAs have been the amplifier of choice, more so than 

SOAs. In order to avoid distortion o f the input signal, amplifiers must provide the same 

gain for all the data bits. With typical recovery times in the millisecond region, much 

longer than the bit period, EDFAs average the power over very long bit sequences, thus 

avoiding distortion of the signal. On the other hand SOAs have recovery times in the 

hundreds of picoseconds, which leads to patterning effects in the Gigabit per second 

regime [3]. Other advantages of fibre amplifiers are high gain, low insertion loss, low 

noise figures and negligible non-linearities [4]. However, unlike SOAs, they require an 

external pump laser and are not suitable for integration. On the other hand, because o f 

their small size, simple electronic pumping, high non-linearities and potential for 

integration, SOAs offer a wider range of applications. All-optical data processing is 

probably the most interesting and promising aspect of the SOA as they are key elements
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in the development of all-optical switches and all-optical logical gates. Thus the 

information can be processed while remaining in its optical format, thereby avoiding the 

introduction of electronics elements in the system.

At present the speed and capacity of optical communications is limited by the 

optical/electronic conversion devices used for switching functions. The limit for these 

electronic elements is 40Gbit/s, the so-called electronic bottleneck [5]. Currently 

40Gbit/s systems have just reached the stage where they are commercially available, 

while the next generation of 160Gbit/s systems is under active study in several research 

laboratories [6]. At these data rates all-optical processing becomes a necessity. While 

SOAs have lower gain and higher noise figures than EDFAs, they can be used in 

integrated optical systems. Moreover due to their gain saturation effect, fast response 

and strong non-linearities, they are not only suitable for amplification, but also and 

perhaps even more so for signal processing applications. Indeed the nonlinear behavior 

that is a drawback for the SOA as a linear amplifier makes it a good choice for an 

optically controlled optical gate. The first demonstrations of optically controlled SOA 

gates, using cross-gain modulation (XGM), were reported in 1992 [2]. In this simple 

configuration, one input signal is used to saturate the gain and thereby modulate a 

second signal. Because of the significant role of gain saturation [7] the modulation 

bandwidth is not directly limited by the lOOps carrier dynamics and bit rate capabilities 

of lOOGbit/s have been reported using the XGM technique [8]. Recent work suggests 

that even higher bit rate capabilities could be achieved with the use of quantum dot 

(QD) material in the SOA active region [9], while larger gain bandwidth can be 

obtained using quantum dash (QH) structures [10]. Cross phase modulation (XPM) 

takes advantage of the relation between the carrier density and the refractive index of 

the SOA. In this case, high performance gates are achieved by placing SOAs in 

interferometric configurations, where the optical input signal controls the phase 

difference between the interferometer arms. The carrier density change required for a 

phase shift of n rad, and hence the input signal level needed, is small [11] so that 

efficient conversion is obtained for a large range of wavelength [2]. Wavelength 

conversion at lOOGbit/s has been demonstrated using a Mach-Zender interferometer 

switch [12]. As well as XGM and XPM, it is also possible to use four-wave mixing 

(FWM). In this case the efficiency of the conversion is strongly dependent on the 

detuning between the pump and probe signals, and wavelength conversion at lOOGb/s

2
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has been achieved for conversion over 3.2nm wavelength [13]. All the techniques 

described above are limited by their sensitivity to the polarisation of the optical input 

signals, therefore polarisation effects in SOAs must be thoroughly characterized in 

order to implement and optimize the various switching schemes.

The polarisation sensitivity of SOAs, due to different gain and refractive indices in the 

TE and TM modes, is well known. Although considerable efforts have been made to 

reduce this sensitivity, using strain and different waveguide structures, and gain 

anisotropy of less than 2dB has been achieved, this does not imply preservation of the 

state of polarisation of the input beam. Moreover manufacturers characterize their 

devices in the continuous wave (CW) regime, with the polarization sensitivity in 

particular usually given for single beam injection of a low power CW signal. Therefore 

any modification of the SOA structure, introduced in order to achieve polarisation 

insensitivity in this regime, is not taking account of the consequences in the dynamic 

regime. Indeed not only does low polarisation sensitivity in the CW regime not 

necessarily imply low polarisation sensitivity in the dynamic regime but the 

implementation of these techniques can potentially introduce even greater differences in 

the polarisation dependence of the SOA dynamics. As far as switching applications are 

concerned, both CW and pulsed sources are used. Therefore knowledge of the 

polarisation dependence of the SOA behaviour in all the different operation regimes is 

critical.

The change of polarisation and the gain experienced by a laser beam as it travels 

through the SOA are both altered when a second laser beam is injected into the device. 

This phenomenon, non-linear polarisation rotation, can potentially be used for high 

speed all-optical switching applications [14-17]. While a large amount of work 

focussing on its applications has been performed, the underlying physical mechanisms 

are not thoroughly understood. In order to optimise non-linear polarisation switching 

and determine its limitations, the mechanisms governing the dynamics of the change in 

polarisation and its recovery must be determined.

3
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2. Thesis overview

To this day no extensive study of the SOA polarisation sensitivity in the different 

operation regimes and its application to all-optical switching has been presented. The 

object o f this thesis is to experimentally investigate the origins of the polarisation 

effects and how they affect the performance of SOAs, both in the continuous wave and 

dynamic regimes. As polarisation sensitivity in SOAs cannot be totally suppressed, its 

understanding is necessary in order to determine how to optimize the different all- 

optical switching techniques. In the first experiments the CW behaviour of the device is 

studied. The gain and birefringence effects are first measured without optical injection, 

thus characterizing the inherent properties of the SOA. Then the change in polarisation 

undergone by a single CW beam is investigated, allowing us to study the input power 

dependence of the gain anisotropy and birefringence o f the device and compare these 

experimental results to the data provided by the manufacturer. Finally the change in the 

output probe polarisation caused by injection of a pump signal is measured as a function 

of bias current and pumping parameters, providing an assessment o f the expected 

extinction ratio due to carrier density pulsation. The second set of experiments focuses 

on the dynamic behaviour of the device. The polarisation dependent dynamics are first 

presented, injecting light polarised along the eigen modes and at 45°, in order to 

determine the best configuration for cross-gain modulation. This is followed by a 

characterization of the dynamics of non-linear polarisation rotation, where the 

optimization and limitations o f this technique are presented. The work carried out and 

presented in the subsequent chapters is summarized below.

Chapter 2 introduces the basic principles behind optical amplification in SOAs, 

radiative processes and p-n junctions. The technology used to manufacture travelling 

wave SOAs and reduce their polarisation sensitivity is then presented, emphasizing the 

importance of facet reflectivity, material gain, confinement factor and birefringence. 

The different mechanisms of carrier recombination are described, as well as the carrier 

dynamics following optical injection into the device. In this chapter the experimental 

investigation of the main characteristics o f the device under test is also presented. 

Finally a model based on the traveling wave description of the E-field in the amplifier 

cavity is described and used to illustrate some of the device characteristics as well as the 

inhomogeneous distributions of carriers and photons in SOAs.

4
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Chapter 3 presents an experimental study of polarisation rotation in the continuous 

wave (CW) regime. Firstly the principles of polarisation of light and means by which it 

can be described, measured and controlled are reviewed. Two techniques are then used 

to investigate the gain and birefringence along the two eigen modes of the component 

waveguide, with and without optical injection. First the Hakki-Paoli method [18] is used 

to extract the gain and refractive indices of the TE and TM modes from the polarisation 

resolved amplified spontaneous emission spectra, measured without injection. The 

single-pass gain o f the TE and TM modes are found to be almost equal without optical 

injection and experimental evidence o f the inherent birefringence o f the device is 

presented. The second investigation takes into account the variation of the eigen modes 

gain and refractive indices as a function of the input power of a single injected CW 

beam. At low input power the gains of the TE and TM modes are close, as quoted by 

the manufacturer, but their difference was found to increase with injected power. On the 

other hand the phase difference between TE and TM gets closer to zero as the injected 

power is increased. Finally a rotation of the eigen axis under CW injection, to a 

maximum of 5°, is observed.

In Chapter 4 pump-probe studies in the continuous wave (CW) regime are undertaken in 

order to assess the potential of non-linear polarisation rotation for optical switching 

applications and to determine which parameters characterizing the non-linear 

polarisation rotation are most sensitive, namely the orientation or the ellipticity of the 

state of polarisation. The experimental set-up uses free space optics only, so as not to 

disturb the polarisation state of the input and output beams. While pulsed sources are 

needed for ultrafast switching applications, using CW sources allows us to accurately 

measure the states of polarisation with a polarimeter. The output polarisation of the 

probe beam is monitored as a function o f pumping parameters and of the SOA bias 

current. It is found to be strongly dependent on bias current and pump power but less 

susceptible to pump polarisation. The change in polarisation is shown to potentially 

increase the extinction ratio by a maximum of 2dB or decreases it by 1.5dB, compared 

to cross gain modulation only. Unlike what is observed in the single beam experiment, 

under pump-probe conditions the gain and birefringence effects are found to be 

dependent on probe input polarisation with the ellipticity parameters being the most 

sensitive to the presence of the pump signal.
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The next two chapters present an investigation of the polarization dependence of the 

SOA dynamics in the picosecond regime by pump-probe experiments, using a free 

space contra-propagation set up.

In Chapter 5, the polarisation dependent dynamics are studied. The output probe 

intensity is monitored for different pump and probe input states of polarisation, allowing 

the polarisation dependence of the device response to be studied. The input states of 

polarisation considered are linear, oriented along TE, TM and 45° for both the co and 

cross polarised cases. The results are then discussed in terms of the induced gain 

compression and the associated timescales. When injecting along the eigen modes of the 

device, the cross-polarised data are dominated by the slower interband effects and show 

a low cross gain compression. The maximum gain compression is found to be higher for 

the TMTM case, 13dB, against lOdB for the TETE case. However the contribution of 

the slow gain compression is also larger for TMTM, over 7dB, while it remains under 

3dB for TETE. The fast recovery times are similar in both cases, between 4.5 and 7ps, 

showing potential for ultrafast gating. It follows that the prevalence of the fast intraband 

effects in the TETE case shows the highest potential for ultrafast all-optical gain 

switching.

Chapter 6 focuses on the change in the probe state of polarisation due to the injection of 

the pump as well as the dynamics of this change. To this end polarisation dependent 

detection is used, where a polarizer is placed in front o f the detector. Firstly the cross

polarised cases of light polarised along the eigen modes of the device are studied as 

these are most commonly used by other authors [ 19-21 ] and rotation of the eigen axes is 

investigated. We then focus on the 45° injection, where a change in the state of 

polarisation is expected. The rotation of the eigen modes was found to be small, less 

than 10°, therefore the influence of polarisation rotation is expected to be small as long 

as light is injected along these eigen modes. Under given experimental conditions, for 

the 45° injection the change in polarisation is mainly a change in the ellipticity, the 

output probe polarisation becoming more linear under the influence of the pump signal. 

Although in that case the dynamics of the polarisation modification is found to be 

dominated by the interband effects, a fast recovery can still be achieved by the right
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choice of polarizer orientation and the extinction ratio is improved compared to gain 

switching.

In chapter 7 the work performed in this thesis and the main conclusions arising from it 

are summarized. Based on these conclusions, a guideline for potential future work is 

suggested.
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CHAPTER 2 :

THE SEMICONDUCTOR OPTICAL AMPLIFIER

1. Introduction

A semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) can be described as a diode laser operating 

below threshold that amplifies an injected light signal by means of stimulated emission. 

A schematic diagram of the SOA under test is shown on Figure 1. A bias current is 

applied to the active region, providing the energy needed for optical gain. The optical 

confinement is provided by an embedded waveguide. In SOAs, the transverse magnetic 

(TM) mode is the vertical mode and the transverse electric (TE) mode is the horizontal 

mode. By extension the vertical and horizontal directions are referred to as the TM and 

TE directions. In the most basic SOA structure, the TM confinement of the carriers is 

due to the different refractive indices of the semiconductor layers, while the TE 

confinement factor comes from the carrier distribution due to the applied bias current.

TM

z

Output signal

Bias current

Bulk active region

Output facet

Input signal

Figure 1. Schematic diagram o f  the SOA under test
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The travelling wave SOA under test is a commercial component, obtained from 

Optospeed. It is a 1.5mm long bulk InGaAsP active region surrounded by InP. This 

structure was grown by MOCVD and it is quoted as having low polarisation dependent 

gain. Both facets are anti-reflection (AR) coated, with a tilted output of 12° to reduce 

the Fabry-Perot resonance due to the residual reflectivity of the facets.

In this chapter the basic principles behind optical amplification in SOAs are introduced, 

followed by a review of device technology. Then the different mechanisms of carrier 

recombination and gain dynamics are given. Finally the main characteristics o f the 

device under test are presented, as well as a model based on the traveling wave 

description o f the E-field in the amplifier waveguide.

2. Basic principles 

2.1 Radiative processes

In an SOA, the carriers (electrons) are provided by the applied bias current. They 

occupy energy states in the conduction band (CB) of the active region, leaving holes in 

the valence band (VB). The three radiative processes taking place between two energy 

levels, spontaneous emission, stimulated emission and stimulated absorption are shown 

on Figure 2.

Spontaneous
emission

Stimulated
emission

Stimulated
absorption

Energy gap

•  • CB

Photon

AA/^ AA/^
AAa

\ t  y
o o o o o o o

^  Electron ^
(carrier)

AA/̂

O VB

Hole

Figure 2. Spontaneous and stimulated radiative processes in a two level system.

A CB carrier can spontaneously recombine with a VB hole and thereby emit a photon 

with random phase and direction (spontaneous emission). When a photon of suitable 

energy is incident on the material it can cause stimulated emission, also called
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stimulated recombination. The CB carrier recombines with a VB hole, losing its energy 

in the form of a photon. The photon generated by stimulated recombination has the 

same frequency, direction of propagation and phase as the stimulating photon. An 

incident photon of sufficient energy can also stimulate a carrier from the VB to the CB. 

In this case the incident photon is lost by stimulated absorption. When the system is not 

at equilibrium, the density of electrons in the upper state and o f holes in the lower state 

having been increased, the recombination rate increases [1], contributing additional 

photons to the field of stimulating photons already present. Hence the rate o f 

stimulation grows with the photon density. However the stimulated absorption increases 

also, thus reducing the photon density.

In a SOA, a bias current is injected, creating a population inversion. In this case there 

are more carriers in the CB than in the VB, therefore the stimulated emission process is 

dominant compared to the stimulated absorption and the SOA exhibits optical gain. 

Therefore population inversion is the vital condition for optical amplification. Even 

without any optical input, part of the spontaneous emission is amplified, thereby 

creating noise and reducing the carrier population available for optical gain. This is 

called amplified spontaneous emission (ASE).

2.2 The p-n junction

In semiconductors, population inversion is formed by forward biasing a heavily doped 

p-n junction [2], as shown on Figure 3. For such heavily doped degenerate 

semiconductors, the Fermi energy level lies above the conduction band edge in an n- 

type material, and below the valence band edge in a p-type material. When these two 

types o f material are joined to form a p-n junction, diffusion of majority carriers occurs. 

Electrons diffuse toward the p-side and holes toward the n-side. For every electron that 

leaves the n region, because o f diffusion across the surface, an uncompensated 

positively ionized donor is left behind, and for every hole that leaves the p region, an 

uncompensated negatively ionized acceptor is created. These carriers leave from points 

near the surface of contact. As a result, the p and n regions are separated by what is 

known as a depletion region, a region that is depleted of holes and electrons but 

contains positively ionized donor atoms on one side and negatively ionized acceptors 

atoms on the other side [3]. Because of the high electrostatic field produced in the 

depletion region, the concentration of mobile carriers, holes and electrons, are very
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small compared to the impurity concentration over most of the depletion region. The 

presence of charges on either side o f the junction creates an electric field, E, directed 

from n to p. Holes from p to n and electrons from n to p continue to diffuse because of 

the gradients of carrier densities resulting in a total diffusion current from p to n. 

Simultaneously the electric field forces the holes to drift from n to p and the electrons to 

drift from p to n, resulting in a total drift current from n to p. When a forward bias is 

applied, the electric field at the junction is reduced and so is the voltage across the 

junction.

Because of the position of the Fermi energy levels, these carrier movements create a 

very narrow region in which there are both electrons in the conduction band and holes 

in the valence band. Therefore population inversion is achieved in this region, called the 

depletion region, where carrier recombination is possible. The refi*active index of the 

depletion region is higher than that of the surrounding layers so the light is confined by 

total internal reflection, because of the lower carrier density, as predicted by the 

Kramer-Kronig relation [4]. Hence a refractive index step exists between the active 

region and the surroundings, which effectively forms a dielectric waveguide to confine 

light propagating along the structure thus creating an optical waveguide [5, 6].

Conduction
band

Valence
band

> diffusion Electronsdrift

drift diffusionHoles

Active

p n

Figure 3. Forward biased p.n. junction showing the formation o f a depletion region.
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2.3 Double heterojunction

All the SOAs available today exploit the double heterojunction structures in order to 

provide efficient confinement of electrons and holes, by embedding the active region 

between p- and n-type cladding layers of a higher bandgap, as shown on Figure 4.

p-cladding p-active n-cladding

electrons 

^  ,

holes

Refractive
index

Figure 4. Band structure o f  a forward biased double heterojunction and associated
variation in refractive index.

Electrons and holes can now move freely to the active region under forward bias. 

However the potential barrier, which results from the band gap difference between the 

active region and the cladding layers, confines the carriers to the active region. This 

dramatically reduces diffusion of carriers from the active region. The second main 

advantage of the double heterojunction is that the cladding layers have a lower 

refractive index than the active region. This means that the optical beams injected into 

the material will be confined close to the active layer, which is desirable because this is 

the section of the material where the optical gain takes place. This index guiding 

reduces the internal loss in the material.
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2.4 Optical amplification

The overall gain in the active region can be quantified by two material parameters [2]: 

the material gain coefficient, gm, and the loss coefficients of the active region, and 

the cladding region ,ac. The imperfection of the waveguiding action is taken into 

account by a weighing factor F. F is the optical confinement factor, defined as the ratio 

between the optical field confined in the active region to the total optical field flowing 

across the structure. The overall gain, Gs, is given by:

G, = e x p [ F ( g „ - a J - ( l - F K ] Z  (1)

Where the gain and loss coefficient are measured in cm"' and L is the length o f the 

waveguide in cm.

Different gain parameters are used to describe SOA properties and the nomenclature 

varies. It is therefore useful to define here the most common parameters. The material 

gain coefficient, mentioned above, depends on the band structure of the material and the 

nature of the transitions [6, 7], The gain undergone by a beam travelling along the 

length of the SOA is referred to as the single pass gain, the chip gain, ihe facet-to-facet 

gain or the intrinsic gain. In a travelling wave SOA the single pass gain equals the 

overall gain but in a Fabry-Perot SOA it is not the case and the positive feedback [2] has 

to be taken into account. The modal gain, also called the effective gain, is the single 

pass gain calculated for a single mode of the device. Finally the signal gain, sometimes 

called the fibre-to-fibre gain in fiberised SOAs is measured experimentally as the ratio 

of the output power to the input power, it has a smaller value than the facet-to-facet gain 

because it includes the coupling losses.

3. Travelling wave SOAs

SOAs can be classified in two ways, depending on their mode of operation or their 

structures [2]. The operational classification is briefly discussed here while different 

structures are described later in more details. In a Fabry-Perot (FP) SOA the signal is 

reflected at the facets and passes many times through the waveguide, while in a 

travelling wave (TW) SOA, the reflections are negligible. This study is based on the 

latter, which is less sensitive to fluctuation in bias current, temperature and signal
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polarisation. In a FP SOA the resonating characteristics o f  the cavity modulate the 

material gain spectrum, introducing ripples along the amplifier gain spectrum and 

thereby decreasing the bandwidth o f  the amplifier. Typically the bandwidth o f  a FP 

SOA lies between 8-43GHz, while the bandwidth o f  a TW SOA reaches 20THz [2]. As 

the photon travel back and forth continuously across a FP SOA due to reflections at the 

end facets, it saturates faster than the TW SOA. Saturation output power up to lOBm 

can be achieved for TW SOAs, against -7dBm for FP SOAs.

A number o f  methods are used in order to minimise reflections in TW SOAs. W hile in 

the device used in this work antireflection (AR) coatings and angled facet are used, 

other structures are available, such as flared facet and window facet waveguides.

The power reflectivity, R, for normal incidence at the interface o f  two dielectrics o f  

refractive indices «/ and «2 is given by:

/

Because o f  the high refractive index o f  InGaAsP (typically 3<n<4) the reflectivity at the 

semiconductor-air interface results in a significant amount o f  feedback at the facets o f  

the SOA. In order to achieve wideband low facet reflectivity, multilayer dielectric 

antireflection coatings are necessary [8]. The analysis o f  reflection coatings used in 

SOA design is complex because o f  the SOA waveguide mode being distributed in the 

active and cladding regions, which have different refractive indices. Although effective  

facet reflectivity lower than 10'“* has been achieved by carefully selecting the refractive 

index and thickness o f  a single layer AR coating [8], the reflectivity in that case is 

polarisation and wavelength dependent. The use o f  multilayer coatings can reduce the 

polarisation dependence o f  the reflectivity and broaden the low  reflectivity wavelength 

range.

The modification o f  the SOA structure is usually used in conjunction with the AR  

coatings to minimize reflections. Figure 5 shows diagrams o f  the three main reflectivity 

reducing structures. In an angled facet SOA, Figure 5 (a), the active region is slanted 

away from the facet cleavage plane, thereby reducing the effective facet reflectivity. It 

can be shown [8] that the effective reflectivity decreases as the facet angle increases. 

However increasing the facet angle also decreases the coupling efficiency and increases
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the polarisation sensitivity of the AR coating. Therefore a trade off must be found in 

order to determine the optimal facet angle, which usually lies between 5° and 15°. In the 

device used in this work a facet reflectivity o f the order of 10'^ [9, 10] is achieved with a 

combination of AR coating and 12° angle facets.

(a) .\ngled facet (b) Angled facet flared (c) Window facets

Reflected field

Waveguide and active region

Figure 5. Top view o f  SOA structures used to reduce reflectivity at the facets.

The facet reflectivity also decreases as the width of the waveguide increases. However 

if the waveguide is too wide higher order transverse modes can appear. For this reason 

flare waveguides can be used, where the waveguide is broadened near the facet o f the 

SOA only, as shown on Figure 5 (b), thus preserving the single mode operation 

condition [8].

In order to further reduce the polarisation dependence of the facet reflectivity, window 

facets are sometimes used [8], where a transparent region is present between the active 

region and the end facets, as shown on Figure 5 (c). This transparent region has an 

energy bandgap greater than the signal photon energy so that stimulated absorption is 

not possible. The guided field from the waveguide propagates in the widow region at 

some angle due to diffraction and is partially reflected at the end facet. The reflected 

field continues to broaden in space so only a small fraction is coupled back into the 

active region. The effective reflectivity decreases with increasing window region length 

but the coupling efficiency is degraded for long window regions.

4. Polarisation sensitivity

In addition to the polarisation sensitivity o f the reflectivity of the output facets, a 

number of properties o f SOA are polarisation dependent. The modal gain and refractive 

index discrepancies between the TE and TM modes of an SOA are well known. In fact
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the TE and TM modes o f a planar waveguide satisfy different wave equations [11]. 

Although the main cause o f  the polarisation sensitivity in SOAs is often attributed to the 

difference between the confinement factor, F, in TE and TM modes [8], other groups 

have shown that it is not the only contributing factor [12, 13]. In fact modelling and 

calculations o f  confinement factor and gain for each mode are often based on 

approximations applied to the TE wave equation only and have therefore limitations. 

The approximation (3) is especially widely used [5, 8] even though it was derived with 

a weak guiding assumption and can lead to an overestimation o f  the TM gain [12, 14],

(3)
i

Where gmod is the modal gain and gi is the plane wave bulk material gain or absorption 

in the i"’ layer o f confinement factor Fi, and S: is the z  component o f the Poynting 

vector. Recent work [13] suggests that the difference in material gain between the TE 

and TM modes, caused by strain, is also a major contributor to the polarisation 

sensitivity o f SOAs. The effect o f  strain is discussed in more details in section 6.

Input state of Output state of
polarisation polarisation

EIlipticity= 0.02 EIlipticity== 0.51
Orientation= 45“ Orientation= 30"

Figure 6. Direct polarisation measurements o f  the input and output signals state o f  
polarisation demonstrating the polarisation sensitivity o f  the device in the continuous 
wave regime. hias^SOOmA, A.i„=1574nm, Pin=-3.7dBm.

Even though low polarisation sensitivity is quoted by the manufacturer for the device 

under test in this work, polarisation effects can be easily observed in our device, as
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shown on Figure 6. Here the state of polarisation of the input and output beams are 

measured with a polarimeter. The input is set at an almost linear state with an 

orientation of 45°. It is clearly altered as it passes through the SOA and exits the SOA 

with an ellipticity increased to 0.51 and rotated by 5°. Low polarisation sensitivity refers 

to a difference in signal gain of less than 2dB between the TE and TM modes. However 

even a small difference in gain causes a rotation of the signal polarisation if it is not 

injected along one of the eigen modes. The fact that elliptical polarisations can be 

observed when injecting an input signal linearly polarised shows the birefringence of 

the device. In this case a phase shift is introduced between the TE and TM components 

o f the electric field due to the different refractive indices of the TE and TM modes.

5. SOA structures

The polarization sensitivity of SOAs can be reduced via the structural design [8] and/or 

the introduction of strain. SOAs can be based on bulk materials, quantum wells or 

quantum dots. The exact structure of the bulk SOA under test has not been disclosed, 

however based on the work of different groups using similar devices [9, 10], the device 

is most probably a ridge waveguide SOA.

5.1 Bulk devices

The thickness of the individual active layers defines whether a device is a bulk or a 

quantum-well device: in bulk materials the dimensions of the layer are larger than the 

de Broglie wavelength of the carriers. Bulk devices are commercially available from a 

variety of manufacturers.

5.1.1 Square cross-section

Square shaped sub-micron bulk active regions in regrown buried structures achieve 

polarisation insensitivity through choice o f nearly square cross section of the active 

layer [8, 9]. The rotational symmetry of the structure provides the polarisation 

insensitivity. The main disadvantage o f this structure is its far-field divergence, which 

causes coupling problems, as a largely divergent beam is harder to collect. To improve 

coupling losses and facet reflectivity taper and window structures are required. The
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small square active layer and the need of taper and window structures result in a 

complicated multi-step growth procedure.

5.1.2 Low tensile-strained bulk active region

As discussed below in more detail, the material gain of the TE and TM modes is 

dependent on the strain present in the structure. In the case o f low tensile-strained bulk 

SOAs, the polarisation sensitivity of the structure is counterbalanced by the polarisation 

dependent gain of the material imposed by the strain. These structures are simple 

compared to quantum well structures. Additionally, compared to square cross section 

bulk structures, they have more design flexibility and their fabrication is simple.

5.1.3 Ridge waveguide

In a ridge waveguide, as shown on Figure 7, transversally the light is guided by the 

active layer and the cladding, while laterally the guiding effect is generated by the index 

contrast introduced through the ridge.

1 M etal
\

p-InP
Ridge

1
\  '

Polyim ide

InG aA sP upper cladding 

i-lnG aA sP A ctive layer

n-InP Substrate

Figure 7. Ridge waveguide SOA structure.

Ridge waveguide SOAs offer the possibility to tune the gain ratio between TE and TM 

by simple geometrical means of changing the active region dimension, through 

alterations in ridge width, active layer or cladding thicknesses [9]. Reducing the ridge 

width, extending the cladding thickness or increasing the active layer thickness 

enhances the TM to TE chip gain ratio, while increasing the ridge width, reducing the
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cladding thickness or reducing the active region thickness enhances the TE to TM chip 

gain ratio.

5.2 Quantum well devices

As discussed before, the active region of a conventional bulk SOA consists o f a layer of 

semiconductor sandwiched between two layers o f higher energy bandgap. If the layer 

thickness is less than approximately 20nm then the occupation states available for 

confined electron and holes is no longer continuous but discrete. Such a thin active layer 

sandwiched between two cladding layers o f higher bandgap energy is termed a quantum 

well (QW). The active layer is usually referred to as the well layer while the adjacent 

cladding layer is usually referred to as the barrier layer. A multi quantum well (MQW) 

SOA can be fabricated by stacking well and barrier layers. Compared to bulk SOAs, 

QW SOA have a wider optical bandwidth, higher saturation output power and low noise 

figure [9]. The gain in a quantum well is inherently polarisation dependent, but this 

polarisation dependence is function of strain. Polarisation insensitive devices have been 

obtained by introducing tensile strain to the barriers, the wells or by alternating tensile 

and compressive strained quantum wells. However the realization of high gain 

polarisation independent MQW SOAs requires a complex technology.

5.3 Quantum dot devices

In principle the quantum dots (QD) devices are identical to bulk and QW SOAs except 

that the active region consists of a number of QD layers. A practical way of growing 

high density high quality QDs is by self assembly through the Stranski Krastanow 

growth technique. In this method a thin layer o f dot material, the wetting layer, is 

formed beneath the QDs. Because it is mainly through this layer that carriers are fed 

into the active states in the dots, the properties of the wetting layer are important for the 

overall performance of the device [15]. When a bias current is applied, the wetting layer 

acts as a carrier reservoir for the excited state of the QDs, while optical gain is provided 

by transitions between the excited state and ground state of the QD. Therefore in some 

respect the QD SOA can be considered a three level system, unlike bulk devices which 

behave more like a two level system. Advantages of QD SOAs include large optical 

bandwidth, low threshold current densities, high saturation powers, low noise figure and
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fast gain recovery. However their growth is complex and longer device are needed 

because o f the small modal gain values of QDs.

5.4 Quantum dash devices

Very recently new devices based on quantum dashes (QH) have attracted attention. A 

quantum dash is an elongated nanostructure whose cross section is similar to that o f a 

shallow quantum dot, 3 ^ n m  x 310-20 nm, while its length is hundreds of nanometers 

[16]. While less work on their optical properties has been done in comparison to QD, 

they exhibit promising results. In particular a spectral gain bandwidth of over 300nm 

has been achieved [17]. The carrier and gain dynamics governing the response of QH 

structures are not known in details. The initial fast gain recovery of QH was found to be 

slower than that of QD and the associated phase change to be larger, two properties 

which could limit their use in high speed systems [18, 19], However large variations in 

dynamic behaviour are expected with the energy level structure of both QD and QW 

devices, which have not been investigated yet.

6. Strain effects

Introducing strain by lattice mismatch between the layers o f optoelectronic components, 

such as diode lasers, can lead to significant enhancement of their performances, 

including reduced threshold current density, improved efficiency and temperature 

sensitivity, and high-speed performance [20, 21], In a waveguide the transitions 

associated with TE and TM modes are different [20], with TM transitions involving 

light holes while TE transitions involve a mixture of light (25%) and heavy (75%) holes 

[22]. Since compressive strain leads to enhanced TE gain while tensile strain leads to 

enhanced TM gain, strain can also be used to reduce the polarisation sensitivity o f 

SOAs [23-26].

The active region of a bulk SOA is made o f a direct band-gap semiconductor, InGaAsP 

in our case. A simplified representation o f the band structure is shown on Figure 8 for 

an unstrained bulk semiconductor. The valence bands are threefold [27], with the heavy 

holes and light holes bands degenerate at the centre and a band split-off. Axial strain 

breaks the cubic symmetry o f the semiconductor lattice causing a splitting o f the 

degeneracy of the light and heavy hole states at the valence band maximum. In the case
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of highly strained structures, the resulting band structure is highly anisotropic. For high 

compressive strains the light hole is shifted downward, which can lead to suppression of 

the TM mode of the waveguide. For high tensile strain however the light hole band 

shifts significantly above the heavy hole states, causing the TM mode to become 

dominant.

Energy

E lec trons

Momentum

H eavy h o les

Light ho les

Split-off ho les

Figure 8. Simplified band-edge structure o f  a direct gap semiconductor.

In any heterostructure there usually is some residual strain in the active region, induced 

by the imperfection of the lattice matching between the active region and the cladding 

layer. While such a small strain probably does not alter significantly the shape of the 

band structure, it can cause a split of the degeneracy of the light and heavy holes 

valence bands. It has been shown that a typical lattice mismatch of 0.01%, realistic for 

quasi lattice-matched structures, can cause a split of 6-8meV [13], This is too small to 

suppress any of the modes of the waveguide, both TE and TM are still amplified and 

similar gain spectra are measured for both modes in section 9.1. But since the TE and 

TM modes involve different transitions with non-degenerate hole states, they are not as 

strongly coupled as would be expected with degenerate VBs, i.e. the cross-saturation 

[28] is reduced. Therefore strain effects are clearly involved in the polarisation 

sensitivity of SOAs. In fact this removal of the valence bands degeneracy has been used 

to justify the assumption that TE and TM modes couple to different reservoirs o f holes 

and only interact via gain saturation [29].
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7. Carrier recombination in bulk semiconductors

There are two basic types of electron-hole recombination mechanisms in SOAs: 

radiative and non-radiative. Radiative recombination occurs when a conduction band 

electron recombines with a valence band hole leading to the emission o f a photon. As 

discussed before there are three processes of radiative recombination: spontaneous 

emission, stimulated emission and stimulated absorption. The spontaneous radiative 

recombination rate Rrad is given by:

R ra d = B ra d N ^

Where Brad is the bimolecular radiative recombination coefficient and N is the carrier 

density.

Electrons can also recombine with holes nonradiatively. Nonradiative recombination 

depletes the electron population without photon emission, leading to a decrease of the 

amount o f light that can be generated by radiative recombination. Auger recombination 

is usually the most important nonradiative recombination mechanism in long 

wavelength devices [7]. There are many forms of Auger recombination, the most 

common in long-wavelength devices being CCCH, CHHS and CHHL [7] as shown on 

Figure 9. The Auger recombination rate Rang is given by :

R-aug ~  C a u g ^

Where Caug is the Auger coefficient.
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CCCH Process CHHS Process CHHL Process

Energy Energy Energy

C BandC Band t  Band

HH BandHH Band HH band

10 Band

,LH Band

Figure 9. Relevant Auger processes: CCCH, CHHS, CHHL. C represents the 

conduction band and H L  and S represent the heavy hole (HH), light hole (LH) and 

split-off (  SO) valence bands, respectively.

Material defects and surface defects can also cause significant nonradiative 

recombination. Defects can occur in the active region of a SOA during the fabrication 

process or as the device ages. The end facets can also absorb impurities from the air that 

can then form nonradiative recombination centres. The recombination rate R,r due to 

defects is given by ;

Rlr~AirN

Where A,r is the trap and surface recombination coefficient.

The total recombination rate R is given by:

R(N)=A,rN+B,a,N̂ +CaugN̂
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8. Gain dynamics

For all optical signal processing applications, the dynamic behaviour o f  the amplifiers is 

o f prime interest. In this section the evolution o f  the carrier density is described and the 

processes o f spectral hole burning and carrier heating, which are commonly used in 

relation to non-linear gain in SOAs are defined. Then the different mechanisms for 

excitation and relaxation o f carriers are discussed. These mechanisms do not occur in 

strict sequence, but rather may overlap in time [30].

Electron
density

t = 0 t=  lOOfs t ~ 2ps t = Ins

Depletion Scattering Temperature
relaxation

Carrier
injection

Figure 10. Qualitative illustration o f  the evolution o f  the carrier distribution in the 

active region o f  the SOA. Following stimulated emission induced by a short optical 

pulse, the distribution recovers to equilibrium by carrier-carrier scattering, carrier 

temperature relaxation and carrier injection.

When an optical beam is injected into a SOA, electrons in the conduction band are 

depleted because o f the stimulated emission responsible for the input beam 

amplification. The reduction in the density o f excited electrons causes a decrease in the 

gain as well as a change o f  the refractive index. Figure 10 illustrates the evolution o f  the 

carrier distribution in the SOA after injection o f an optical pulse [15]. Recovery from 

carrier heating occurs via LO-phonon interactions and within a few picoseconds a 

quasi-equilibrium (Fermi-Dirac) distribution at the lattice temperature is established. 

From this point on the state o f the amplifier (gain and refractive index) can be 

characterized by the total carrier density, which recovers to its initial state on a
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timescale of hundreds of picoseconds by carrier injection via the applied bias current. 

Prior to the establishment of a Fermi-Dirac distribution, the distribution is a non

equilibrium state is governed mainly by spectral hole burning (SHB) and carrier heating 

(CH) [31-34],

SHB refers to a localized reduction in the number of carriers at the transition energies. It 

occurs due to the intense stimulated emission at the wavelength o f the injected signal. 

Carrier heating effects can have different sources [2], injection heating is due to the 

injected carriers having a high energy in order to reach the active layer. Stimulated 

emission depletes lower energy carriers in both the conduction and valence bands and 

leaves those with higher than average energy. Free carrier absorption [31], and in 

particular free hole absorption in InGaAsP [35], has also been suggested as a main 

mechanism of CH. Auger recombination, where the energy released during an electron- 

hole recombination is absorbed by another carrier, which is excited to a higher energy 

level also contributes to CH [36]. Two photon absorption (TPA), where a carrier transits 

to a higher energy level by absorption of the energy of two photons also leads to carrier 

depletion and can be a significant source of carrier heating at high input intensities [37].

After SHB modification of the carrier density by a short optical pulse, the electrons and 

holes are redistributed throughout the conduction and valence band through carrier- 

carrier scattering and carrier-phonon scattering. The electrons and holes quickly 

approach quasi Fermi-Dirac distributions. The number of carriers does not change. 

However the energy of the carriers decreases, because of spontaneous phonon emission 

that transfers energy to the lattice. Therefore redistribution and thermalization of carrier 

populations happens in conjunction with the transfer o f energy from the carriers to the 

lattice via electron-phonon interaction. In the conduction band, the timescales 

associated with the individual scattering events is less than 50fs and the time it takes to 

cool an optically-heated electron gas is approximately 165fs. The resulting hot LO 

phonon gas subsequently cools by acoustic phonon emission [31]. Carrier lattice 

thermalization brings the temperatures of the free carriers and the lattice to the same 

value in a timescale o f 1.5ps to 4ps [30, 31]. The system then recovers to its initial state 

by interband transitions, i.e. carrier injection by the applied bias current.
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Depending on the duration of the pulse injected into the SOA, the effect o f the different 

mechanisms involved in the dynamic gain response may not all be observed [38], For 

very short pulses, less then lOOfs, SHB and CH dominate. On the other hand in the 

nanosecond regime only interband effects can be observed. However in the picosecond 

regime, for pulses shorter than about 12ps as is the case in the present experimental 

investigation, all the effects have to be taken into account. It is also important to note 

that although carrier dynamics in SOAs are usually discussed in terms of electrons in 

the conduction band, the same effects happen for holes in the valence band.

9. Characterization of SOAs

There are different methods, for characterizing SOAs and their response, both as a 

function of device parameters, the most common ones being bias current, temperature 

and output power, and injection signal parameters, for example wavelength, input 

power and state of polarisation. All the figures presented in this section represent curves 

that were determined experimentally with the device under test, except Figure 11 where 

one set of curves available from the manufacturer for a similar device is given. The 

SOA is temperature controlled at 20°C by means of a Peltier cooler. The signals are 

coupled in and out of the SOA using aspheric lenses mounted on three-axes micro

positioners.
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Figure 11. Certificate o f  conformance o f  a SOA sim ilar to the device under test
(provided by the same supplier).
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9.1 Amplified spontaneous emission

The light-output characteristics are presented on Figure 12. The output power is 

measured using a germanium integrating sphere connected to Melles Griot power meter 

and placed directly after the coupling lens. Similar results are obtained on both sides of 

the SOA. As the bias current is increased, the number o f injected carriers increases. 

Below 220mA, the rate of radiative and non-radiative carrier recombination is higher 

than the rate of generation of excited carriers and no light is emitted. Above 220mA, the 

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) dominates.

(1)soa.
"30
o

oa.
CO

4

3

2

1

0
200 300 400 5000 100

(mA)

Figure 12. L-1 curve o f  the device under test.

The spontaneous emission is only amplified over a finite range o f wavelengths where 

optical gain occurs. Its spectrum is measured with a fiberised Agilent optical spectral 

analyser (OSA) with a resolution of 0.7nm. The emission spectrum of the ASE is shown 

at a bias current o f 400mA on Figure 13. It features a peak at 1574nm and a 3dB 

linewidth of 27nm. The large difference between the output powers measured on Figure 

12 and Figure 13 is due to the coupling of the output signal into a patch optical fibre 

connected to the OSA.
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Figure 13. Spontaneous output emission spectrum fo r  Ibias=400mA.

As will be discussed in the next chapter, the single pass gain can be calculated from the 

ASE spectrum over a range of wavelengths and bias currents. Figure 14 shows the 

single pass gain spectra of the TM mode at two bias currents. At 450mA, a peak gain of 

about 28dB is measured around 1577nm while at 300mA a peak gain of about 23dB is 

measured around 1582nm. The gain increases with bias current as more carriers are 

available for optical gain, while the peak wavelength decreases slightly. These values 

are consistent with the module gain given by the manufacturer.
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Figure 14. Single pass gain calculated from the ASE 

spectra o f  the TM mode at two different values o f  bias 

current.

9.2 Continuous wave injection

Because of the small dimensions of the waveguides, the optimisation of the input signal 

injection is of prime importance. In order to ensure correct optical injection, the output 

o f the SOA is monitored by means o f an OSA. As the input signal travels through the 

SOA, a peak appears on top of the ASE spectrum. Then as the injection is optimised, 

the power of the peak increases while the ASE level decreases due to the depletion of 

the carriers by stimulated emission. Figure 15 shows the spectra with and without 

injected signal. A decrease of the ASE level by 6dB when injecting a 2.3dBm signal is 

observed, demonstrating good optical injection.
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Figure 15. Spectrum o f  the SOA output with and without light injection, showing 

depletion o f  the ASE level as carriers are used fo r  signal amplification.

The signal gain is measured using the OSA. I'he ASE noise is taken into account as well 

as the losses due to the coupling into the fibre. The ASE level is measured for each data 

point and subtracted from the output signal, while the OSA coupling loss is added to the 

measured output signal. However the coupling losses encountered at the input and 

output o f the SOA are not added since it is the signal gain that is measured here, not the 

single-pass gain. It is interesting to note here that the gain values provided by the 

manufacturer seem to match the single pass gain (chip gain) rather than the signal gain. 

It is therefore very probable that in this case an estimate o f the coupling losses have 

been added to the measured data [2].

The signal gain of the TE and TM modes are given on Figure 16 as a function o f bias 

current and input signal wavelength. At lower bias currents, a negative gain is measured 

as losses (due to coupling and carrier recombination) dominate. From 250mA, the 

signal is amplified. As the bias current is increased, the population inversion increases 

causing the signal gain to increase as the availability o f carriers increases. Above 

325mA the signal gain stabilises as the availability o f carriers is no longer a limiting 

factor.

Amplification in SOAs is restricted to a finite range of wavelength due to two major 

reasons. Firstly it is because of the waveguiding properties o f the device, as optical 

waveguides possess a finite bandwidth. And secondly it is also due to the finite 

bandwidth o f the optical gain. The measurement of the signal gain as a function of 

wavelength was limited by the wavelength range of the tuneable laser source. As was
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the case for the ASE spectrum and single pass gain spectrum, a maximum is observed 

between 1575 and 1580nm. At lower wavelength absorption occurs, the gain then 

increases with wavelength and reaches its maximum and then decreases slightly towards 

higher wavelengths.

The only information regarding the polarisation dependence of the gain provided by the 

manufacturer is the difference between the TE and TM gains as a function of bias 

current. The measured data are shown in the inset of Figure 16(a). The polarisation 

dependence varies with bias current with no clear trend and reaches a maximum 

difference o f 2dB at 150mA. As can be seen on Figure 16(b) the gain difference 

decreases with increasing wavelength, measured at a constant bias current of 350mA 

and an input power of -17.5dBm. The polarisation sensitivity was also found to be 

dependent on input power, as will be discussed in more details in chapter 3.

O TE 
•  TM

i i

5 . 0  
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°  TE 
•  TM

1540 1550 1560 1570 1580 1590

(b) W aveleng th  (nm)

Figure 16. Signal gain o f  the TE and TM modes, (a) measured as a function o f  bias 

current A=1580nm, Pi„=-17.5dBm, polarisation dependence as defined by

manufacturer given in the inset, (b) measured as function o f  wavelength, hias=350mA, 

Pin=-J7.5dBm.

Amplification in SOAs is also limited to a finite range o f input and hence output power 

[2]. The bias current creates a fixed amount of population inversion at a particular rate 

and on the other hand the amplification process is continuously draining the inverted 

population by stimulated emission. As the input power is increased, a point comes 

where the rate of draining due to amplification is greater than the rate of pumping, such 

that the population inversion level can no longer be maintained at a constant value and
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starts to fall. This saturation is often characterized by the signal gain versus output 

power curve, as shown on Figure 17. The saturation output power is found at the -3dB 

point, for the device under test P s a t = - 0 . 1 4 d B m  for the TE mode, which corresponds to 

an input power of -9.5dBm. Saturation occurs earlier for the TM mode where Psat=- 

2.6dBm for Pin(SAi) = -17.5dBm.
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Figure 17. Signal gain versus output power measured 

fo r  the TE mode, showing gain saturation, 

hias^350mA, X=1580nm.

High saturation output power is a desirable characteristic for power booster 

applications, where gain saturation can lead to signal distortion, as well as multichannel 

systems where gain saturation limits the achievable gain. However gain saturation is 

useful for switching applications, where a high intensity beam is used to saturate the 

gain and therefore modulate the output of a probe beam. In that case the output signal of 

a low power (probe) beam is modulated by the gain saturation induced by a high power 

(pump) signal. This will be investigated both in the continuous wave regime, chapter 4 

and the dynamic regime, chapter 5 and 6.
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9.3 Dynamics

For switching applications the behaviour of the SOA in the dynamic regime must be 

investigated. To this end pump probe studies are usually performed, where two pulses 

are injected into the device and the output of the probe signal is monitored as a function 

of time delay between pump and probe pulses. Figure 18 shows a typical contra 

propagation pump probe curve obtained in the gain regime. Depending on the time 

delay, the probe either travels independently from the pump signal, or experiences gain 

compression due to pump amplification. The gain compression is either due to the pump 

and probe signal being both amplified and in the device at the same time or the probe 

experiencing the carrier depletion due to the pump once the pump pulse has left the 

SOA after being amplified. In the latter case, the gain recovery can be studied. The 

dynamic behaviour o f the SOA under test is the subject o f chapters 5 and 6.
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Figure 18. Typical contra-propagation pump-probe 

curve. Showing probe transmission (signal normalised 

by its value when not affected by the pump) as a 

function o f  pump probe delay. A: probe travels 

independently from pump pulse, B: probe gain 

decreases as pump pulse is amplified, C: probe gain 

compression recovers.
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9.4 Aging o f devices

The device under test was used intensively for almost four years. Over this amount o f 

time degradation o f  the SOA properties can be expected. In particular a clear increase in 

the Fabry-Perot ripples due to residual reflections at the input facets was observed, 

especially in the TM mode. An increase in facet reflectivity causes an increase in optical 

feedback. Since part o f  the input signal is reflected and re-amplified, the gain o f  the 

amplifier may also increase. However because o f the extra depletion o f carriers by 

photons travelling back and forth in the cavity, the saturation power decreases. While 

the ripples measured earlier on had amplitudes lower than 0.3dB, they later increased to 

2-3dB. This could explain the fact that the output saturation power measured from 

Figure 17 is significantly lower than that provided by the manufacturer.

10. Model

A model was developed [39], based on previous work performed by T.Durhuus et al 

[40]. It is briefly described here and used to illustrate some o f the SOA gain properties 

as well as the relationship between the amplified spontaneous emission and the carrier 

density distribution in the device.

10.1 Principle

This model is based on a numerical solution o f the travelling wave description o f  the E- 

field in the amplifier cavity [41-43]. The cavity is divided into sections with a constant 

carrier density and the program calculates the variation o f the E-field and carrier density 

in each section along the SOA, as shown on Figure 19. The main advantage o f  this 

method is that the spatial dependence o f the light and o f the carrier density can be 

accessed. As well as the forward and backward propagating signal field in each section, 

E(+/-)m , the intensity o f  spontaneously emitted photons, I(+/-)sp , propagating in both 

forward and backward directions is also included. The reflectivity o f  each end facet is 

taken into account by ri and xj respectively. The positions at the begirming and end o f 

each section are represented by the variables z.m and z+m respectively, where m is the 

section number.
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The plane wave spectrum of the E-field traveling through section m is given by :

+00

E,„{'w,z)= jE ^(t,z)e '" 'd t
-0 0

Where w is the optical frequency. It is then decomposed into forward (+) and backward 

(-) traveling fields as follows:

=  K  +  K  (W’

The same method is used for the electric field due to the signal, E, and the spontaneous 

intensity, Isp.

Figure 19. Model principle

For a consistent solution, boundary conditions apply. They are given for the electric 

field o f the signal, E, but the same set of boundary conditions apply for the spontaneous 

intensity, I. For section m:

m = 2....n 

m = l . . . .« - l

With special case where m =1 : E* (w,z ~) = r,£ ' (w ,z ') + (w)

Where is the electric field of the input signal.

And where m =n : £ ;  (w, z^ ) = r̂  (w, z„")
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The electric field in the time domain is described by the slowly varying envelope 

function, F  (boundary conditions apply):

\  j dg (co ,N )^  d
2 dco dt

Where Gs is the single pass gain, ^  is the phase shift induced by the propagation 

through section m, is the material gain, / 'th e  confinement factor, the length o f the 

section and Tm is the transit time through section m.

And the carrier density Nm in each section is calculated using the rate equation:

m m

dt

Where /„  and V„ are the current and voltage applied to the section, e is the elementary 

charge, R(N)= AirN+BraJ^^+CaugN^ is the recombination rate as defined earlier, g  is the 

material gain, Sm.sig and Smspon are the average photon densities for the signal and 

spontaneous emission, is the gain coefficient. No is the carrier density at 

transparency, c is the celerity o f light and is the group index.

10.2 Material gain

The material gain function [43] used in this model is given by:

N J  = a J N ^ - N , ) - r ( o i - ( N ^  ))̂

Where, a^, and y  are gain constants. No is the carrier density at transparency and Wp is 

the peak wavelength.
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Figure 20. Material gain (tn ‘) as a function o f  wavelength (m), calculated fo r  a range 

o f carrier densities, N  to

As can be seen on Figure 20, the range o f wavelength over which amplification by the 

medium occurs is greater than what is measured experimentally for the device because 

in SOAs the gain bandwidth is not only limited by that o f the material gain but also by 

the bandwidth o f the embedded optical waveguide. As expected [10], the peak o f  the 

material gain increases linearly with carrier density, while the peak wavelength 

decreases linearly with carrier density. This is consistent with the single-pass gain 

measured experimentally in section 9.1, where the maximum gain was found to increase 

with bias current and a decrease in the peak wavelength with bias current was observed.
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Figure 21. Coordinates o f  the peak material gain determined from the previous figure, 

(a) maximum material gain (m'‘)  V5. carrier density (m'^), (b) peak wavelength (m) vs.

carrier density (m'^).

]  0.3 Longitudinal carrier distribution

Looking first at the distribution without optical injection, carriers are provided by the 

bias current and depleted by the various recombination mechanisms, both radiative and 

non-radiative. The carrier density and spontaneous photon density in each section are 

given on Figure 22 (a) and (b) respectively, for different values of bias current.

When no optical signal is injected, the carrier distribution along the length of the device 

is symmetrical. ASE in the active region leads to a depletion of carriers, strongest at 

either end of device. Both the carrier density and spontaneous photon density increase 

with bias current. However as can be seen on Figure 22 (a), a slight decrease o f carrier 

density with bias current can occur close to the facets. This is due to the higher 

depletion by the ASE.
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Figure 22. (a) Carrier density distribution along the device and (b) Spontaneous photon 

density distribution calculated for different values o f bias current (50-200mA).

Further work was performed in order to model the carrier density as function of 

injection, with slightly different device parameters [39], The signal is injected in the 

first section (m=l). As can be seen on figure 23 the carrier density distribution is 

symmetrical when no light is injected, as discussed before. The input signal causes a 

shift in the peak carrier density towards the input facet. As expected, injection of an 

optical signal causes a decrease of the carrier density due to stimulated emission. The 

effect is highest at the end of the device, where the input signal has been amplified and 

therefore causes higher carrier depletion. Perhaps more surprising is the increase o f the 

carrier density with injection towards the input facet. As the input power is increased, 

the depletion towards the output of the device increases. This causes a decrease in the 

back-propagating ASE and thus a decrease in the depletion of the carriers by ASE 

towards the input facet [44, 45]. This is in agreement with the depletion of the ASE at 

the output of the device observed experimentally and discussed in section 9.2. For even 

higher input powers, the carrier density starts decreasing at the input facet as the 

depletion due to the injected signal dominates.
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Figure 23. Carrier density distribution fo r  different input powers (0 to ImW).

The carrier distribution along the SOA is a function o f the ASE and the injected signal. 

This is o f critical importance for pump probe measurements, where the gain o f one 

signal is dependent on the carrier distribution resulting from the propagation o f  a 

different signal. Moreover the experimental study presented in this work is performed in 

contra-propagation, therefore a different behaviour is expected under single beam 

injection, where carrier depletion is higher towards the output, than under two-beam 

injection, where carrier depletion is higher towards the input. Because o f the different 

gain, refractive index and reflectivity experienced by the TE and TM modes, all the 

effects described in this section are expected to be polarisation dependent. Finally in the 

dynamic regime, non linear effects take place that are not included in this model and the 

gain experienced in each section will be influenced by the recovery o f  the other 

sections.
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11. Conclusions

The basic principles behind optical amplification in SOAs, radiative processes in a two- 

level system and the creation of population inversion using p-n junctions, were first 

introduced. Then the technology used to manufacture travelling wave SOAs and reduce 

their polarisation sensitivity was presented, showing the critical importance o f facet 

reflectivity, material gain, confinement factor and birefringence. The different 

mechanisms o f carrier recombination, both radiative and non-radiative, were described, 

as well as the carrier dynamics following optical injection into the device. In particular, 

the terms of spectral hole burning and carrier heating, often used in relation to non

linear gain dynamics, were defined. The main characteristics of SOAs were then 

presented, together with the experimental characterization of the device under test, a 

bulk InGaAsP ridge waveguide. Finally a model based on the traveling wave 

description of the E-field in the amplifier cavity was described and used to show how 

the material gain relates to the experimental single-pass gain and emphasize the 

inhomogeneous distribution of carriers and photons in SOAs.
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CHAPTER 3:

CHARACTERIZATION OF POLARISATION EFFECTS IN 

THE CONTINUOUS WAVE REGIME

1. Introduction

The main causes o f the polarisation sensitivity in SOAs have been attributed to the 

inherent birefringence, i.e. different refractive indices in the TE and TM modes o f  the 

devices, the difference between the confinement factor [1] and material gain [2, 3] o f 

the TE and TM modes. Some groups have looked at the underlying physical origins o f 

non-linear polarisation rotation [4-7], but a full characterisation o f  the polarisation 

change has yet to be performed. In this chapter an experimental study o f polarisation 

rotation in the continuous wave (CW) regime is undertaken. Firstly the principles of 

polarisation o f  light and means by which it can be described, measured and controlled 

are reviewed. Two techniques are then used to investigate the gain and birefringence 

along the two eigen modes o f the component waveguide, with and without injection. 

The first method is based on the residual reflectivity o f  the facet mirrors. From the 

modulation depth o f polarisation resolved spectra, we determine the gain and the 

refractive indices o f these modes using the Hakki-Paoli method [1]. The second 

investigation takes into account the variation o f  the eigen mode gain and refractive 

indices as a function o f the input power o f a single injected CW beam.

2. Polarisation control and measurements 

2.1 Polarised light

Polarisation is the phenomenon in which waves o f  light or other radiation are 

restricted in direction o f vibration. More generally, polarisation is a characteristic o f 

transverse waves and describes the direction o f  oscillation in the plane perpendicular 

to the direction o f travel. The discovery o f polarisation [8] is usually attributed to 

Bartholinus for his observation o f double refraction in calcite. Working on the 

corpuscular theory o f light, Newton suggested that the effect o f double refraction
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might indicate that particles of light were asymmetric. Malus used the idea to explain 

the double-refraction phenomenon by suggesting that the particles could be 

considered to initially be randomly oriented. Then as they passed through a double- 

refracting crystal they aligned and became ordered. In analogy to magnetic bodies 

Malus suggested that the particles had poles and called the oriented light ‘polarized 

light’.

The state of polarisation of light is very sensitive to the optical properties of a 

medium. Sources of polarised light as well as ellipsometry are therefore used as tools 

in the study of material and interfaces optical properties, in spectroscopy, and in 

organic chemistry where many liquids show an ability to rotate the polarisation 

azimuth o f a light wave called optical activity. The human eye sensitivity to the light 

state of polarisation, demonstrated by C.V. Raman [9] is restricted to high intensity in 

the blue-violet sector o f the spectrum. This sensitivity however does not allow any 

precise measurements to be performed. For this reason different methods have been 

developed in order to characterize and measure polarisation.

2.2 Description and measurements

The description of light used in this thesis is based on Maxwell’s approach in which 

light is described as an electromagnetic wave. Light waves require four basic field 

vectors for their complete description [10]: the electric field strength E, the electric 

displacement density D, the magnetic field strength H and the magnetic flux density 

B. O f theses four vectors the electric field strength is chosen to define the state of 

polarisation of light waves. This choice is based on the fact that when light interacts 

with matter, the force exerted on the electrons by the electric field of the light wave is 

much greater than the force exerted by its magnetic field. In general once the 

polarisation of the electric field is known, the polarisation o f the three remaining 

fields can be found using Maxwell’s field equations and the associated material 

relations. Therefore in this work only the electric field component need be considered 

to describe the light.

The displacement of an electromagnetic wave is a vector quantity. Its polarisation 

specifies the magnitude and displacement o f the wave. The direction o f the 

displacement vector is called the direction of polarisation and the plane containing the 

direction of polarisation and the propagation vector is called the plane of polarisation.
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The polarisation of light is usually defined by the behaviour of the electric vector, E 

with time, t, observed at a fixed point is space, z. There are different complementary 

methods [8, 11] of describing polarised light, including Jones vectors and the Poincare 

sphere, however the main ones used here are based on the polarisation ellipse and the 

Stokes parameters.

2.2.1 Polarisation ellipse

Consider a plane wave propagating in the z direction and the electric field orientated 

in the x,y plane (or TE,TM plane). The electric field E  propagating along the z 

direction as a function of time, t ,  can be expressed as:

Where w is the optical fi'equency, k  the wave number, E ote(otmj the E component in 

the TE(TM) direction and (I>te(tm) its phase.

The phase difference between the two components is A<j) = (|)tm  - <1>te  and the phase is 

related to the refractive index by:

_ (2)
"TE(TM)  ~  i

Where A. is the wavelength, L  is the length o f material travelled, and riTEfTM) its 

refractive index in the TE(TM) direction.

The equation for the electric field can also be written as:

‘- 'T E

F
V ^OTE y

+
l E - r n E r ,T E ^ T M

V ^OTE^Ol'M J
COS =  s i n ^ (3)

Which is the equation of an ellipse, called the polarization ellipse (Figure 1). The T E  

and TM coordinates of the electric field are bounded by ± E ote and ± E otm -
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ETM

'OTM

TE

OTE

Figure 1. Polarisation ellipse.

The orientation o f the ellipse with respect to the TE axis, 6, is

tan 26 = (4 )

The ellipticity, e, o f  the ellipse is the ratio o f the minor to the major axis and 

represents the amount o f deviation o f  the ellipse from a circle. An ellipticity o f 0 

represents a linear polarisation and an ellipticity o f 1 represents a circular polarisation. 

The sign o f the ellipticity is defined by convention, negative for left-handed 

polarisation, positive for right-handed polarisation.

ta n  -  ±  ^  ~  ^  ( 5 )
E qte c o s  COS 0  +  ^ o 7M COS s in  0

Therefore the tip o f the electric field vector describes an ellipse in the plane normal to 

z and the wave polarisation is completely characterised by the two parameters 

(ellipticity and orientation) o f the polarisation ellipse.
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2.2.2 Jones vectors

The Jones vectors can be used to describe polarized light of known amplitude and 

phase with a small number of parameters. The Jones vector is defined as a 2-row 

column matrix consisting of two complex components in the TE and TM directions:

^  ^ Eote exp{i{wt +
[Eotm exp{/(w/ - k ■ z +

Where Eote(tm) is the amplitude of the TE(TM) component and the other symbols 

have their usual meaning.

2.2.3 Stokes parameters and Mueller calculus

The polarimeter used to characterize the polarisation of the light signals is based on 

intensity measurements of the Stokes parameters.

The state of polarisation of an electromagnetic wave can be described by a Stokes 

vector. The Stokes vector is a 4x1 real matrix of Stokes parameters, which are 

measurable quantities and are defined as follow.

□ SO: Total intensity. In our case the polarimeter output is normalised, 

therefore So=l.

□ 81: Difference between intensity transmitted by a linear polariser oriented

parallel to the TE axis and one oriented parallel to the TM axis.

□ 82: Difference between intensity transmitted by a linear polariser oriented

at 45° to the TE axis and one oriented at 135°.

□ S3: Difference between intensity transmitted by a right-circular polariser

and a left-circular polariser.

The equation for the electric field (1) contains no measurable quantities and must 

therefore be modified in order to establish the relationship between the polarisation
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ellipse and the Stokes parameters. To simplify the calculation the amplitudes o f  the 

orthogonally polarized waves and their relative phase are assumes to be constants.

The time average o f (3) can be written as;

^OTE ■‘OTM ^OTE^OTM

cosA ^ = sin ( 7 )

M ultiplying both sides by ( 2 E o teE o t m )  gives:

{ ^ O T E ^  ^ ^ O T e (^^OTm ') ~ ^ ^ O T E ^ O T M  ~  i '^ ^ O T E ^ O T M  Sin A ^) (8)

The time average o f each term can be calculated [11] as:

E^, )  = ^OTE ( 9 )

2 2Substituting in ( 8 )  and adding E  o te+ E  o tm  on both sides, the equation can be 

rewritten as:

{ E f ^ T E  +  E q t m )  —  { E q -j -/,- —  E q j - / ^ )  — 2 (£ 'q ^ ^ -£ ’o7-^ c o s A^) = 2(£'Qjn^£'Qy.^ sinA ^) (10)

Each term can be identified with a Stokes parameter. The amplitude and relative 

phase o f the orthogonally polarized waves need not be constants if  the Stokes 

parameters are defined as temporal averages and the terms become:
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And equation (10) becomes S o - S i - S 2 = S 3 , i.e. for a polarized wave only three o f  

the Stokes parameters are independent. The Stokes parameters can be written in terms 

o f  parameters o f  the polarisation ellipse:

5, =  .S'q c o s  2e cos 20  

S j  =  S q c o s  2 e  sin 2 ^

^ 3  = S q sin 2e

The Stokes parameters can be used to determine the degree o f  polarisation, defined as:

^ 4ŝ +sl+sl
s.

Partially polarised light is represented as follows:

^0

+ (]-/>)
0
0

3̂ 0

The Poincare sphere is a geometrical construction based on the Stokes parameters 

used to describe the state o f  polarisation o f  a light wave. The parameters S i, S2 , S 3 are 

view ed as Cartesian coordinates o f  a point on a sphere o f  radius So, as shown on 

Figure 2. On the Poincare sphere, right-handed polarisation is represented by points 

on the upper half surface. Linear polarisation is represented by points on the equator. 

Circular polarisation is represented by the poles. The Poincare sphere was widely 

used in order to visualize the effect o f  an anisotropic medium on polarized light but its 

usefulness has decreased since it was discovered that the Stokes parameters could be 

treated as elements o f  a column matrix and Mueller calculus could be used. From the 

intensity measurements o f  the polarimeter used in the following experiments and the 

associated software, the Stokes parameters, degree o f  polarisation, polarisation ellipse 

and Poincare sphere representation are available.
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Figure 2. Poincare sphere.

When light is represented as a Stokes vector S, the effect o f an optical component 

(e.g. beamsplitter, mirror, and polarizer) transforming the incoming polarisation state 

S into S’ can be represented by M, a 4x4 Mueller matrix so that S’=MS or;

^ 0 W „ W ,3 W ,4 5

m 2 , ^ 2 2 '” 23 ^ 2 4 S
W3, AW32 AW33 AW34 s

*̂ 3 W42 m,. W44 s

Here M is the Mueller matrix o f the optical device that transforms S, the input signal 

Stokes vector, into S’, the output signal Stokes vector.
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2.2.4 Comparison between Jones and Mueller matrices

The fundamental difference is that the physical parameters of the Jones formalism are 

amplitude and phase while those of the Mueller formalism are intensities [12]. The 

main advantage o f the Stokes parameters and Mueller matrices is that their elements 

are directly measurable. Unlike the Stokes vector, the Jones vector is a theoretical 

description and cannot handle unpolarised or partially polarised light. However the 

Jones matrix is derived from the Maxwell’s equations and as such presents a 

mathematical rigour that the Mueller matrix lacks, since it arises from the assumption 

that the incident Stoke vector is linearly related to the emergent one. As the Stokes 

parameters are measurable quantities they are mores suited to the present 

experimental study.

2.3 Control 

2.3.1 Polarizer

Polarizers transmit a beam of light whose electric field vector oscillates in a plane that 

contains the beam axis. Incident light whose electric field vector has a component 

perpendicular to the transmission direction of the polarizer have that component 

absorbed, reflected, or deflected, depending on the type of polarizer used. For 

extremely precise measurements, as is the case in this work, it is important to keep in 

mind that some polarizers are not homogeneous along the beam axis [8]. In fact if 

polarization takes place in the middle of the polarizer, the light may be depolarized by 

imperfections as it leaves. Since the light emerges from a different face depending on 

the direction of propagation, the performance of the polarizer may vary. Therefore the 

component should be tested so that the best configuration is used. Another problem 

affecting the performance is that some polarizers are not homogeneous along their 

polarizing axis, causing the performance to vary as the polarizer is rotated. In practice 

this was found to have a greater influence than the lack of homogeneity along the 

beam axis and the only way to avoid errors due to the polarizer performance is to 

make sure the beam is precisely perpendicular to the polarizing axis and centred on 

the polarizer axis of rotation.
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Gian polarizer Dichroic polarizer

Figure 3. Two types o f  polarizer used in the experimental set-up.

Figure 3 shows the two different types of polarizer used in the following experiments: 

birefringence polarizers and dichroic polarizers [8]. Birefringence polarizers take 

advantage of double refraction in uniaxial crystals. A compound prism is used to 

create a situation where, over a small range of angles, one polarisation undergoes total 

internal reflection while the other is transmitted. While the main advantage o f these 

birefringence polarizers is their high extinction ratio, they are also able to handle high 

energy beams and some are fabricated so that the component removed from the 

transmitted beam is also available in a second beam. Dichroic polarizers take 

advantage of linear dichroism which corresponds to the absorption of one of the two 

orthogonally polarized components o f the incident beam. Molecules in a plastic sheet 

are oriented so that their transition dipole moments are aligned along a particular axis. 

Light polarized along this axis is then absorbed, whereas light polarized 

perpendicularly is transmitted [13]. A major advantage of dichroic polarizers is their 

lower cost but what proved invaluable in the following experiments is their small 

thickness which minimised the perturbation of the experimental set-up alignment. 

Their extinction ratio and power handling capacity were found to be sufficient. As a 

result the birefringence polarizers were gradually removed as the complexity o f the 

set-up increased and aligrmient became more of an issue.
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2.3.2 Retarder

Retarders allow the phase of two orthogonal polarization components of light to be 

varied with respect to one another. Two different retarders are used in the set-up, a 

quarter wave plate and a half wave plate. Retardation is an effect of the refractive 

index, as light passes from a vacuum to a transparent body, the speed o f light is 

reduced by a factor that is the reciprocal of the refractive index [8]. Since the 

frequency o f light remains constant, the phase angle o f the light changes more rapidly 

with position inside the body than it did in the vacuum. As a consequence the phase of 

light required to traverse the body is increased compared to what it would have been 

to traverse the same distance in vacuum. In birefringent plate retarders a phase 

difference between the two linearly polarized components of light is introduced, when 

the phase shift introduced is 90° the retarder is called a quarter wave plate and when 

the phase shift is 180° it is call a half wave plate. The retardance of birefringent 

plates is strongly dependent on the wavelength of light. Commercial retarders are 

available for 1550nm wavelengths and as the input beams used here have a 

wavelength of 1580nm, both a half wave plate and a quarter wave plate are needed in 

order to rotate the input polarization.

3. Underlying properties - Spectral analysis

The device is first studied without any light injection in order to determine the 

inherent polarisation dependence of the device. A bias current is applied and the 

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) is measured using a polarimeter and an optical 

spectrum analyzer (OSA).

3.1 ASE state o f  polarisation

Measuring the ASE state o f polarisation with the polarimeter, the polarisation ellipse 

shown on Figure 4(a) appears predominantly TM due to the waveguiding properties 

o f the device. However looking more closely at the degree o f polarisation it is actually 

largely unpolarised, as can be seen on Figure 4(b) where the bias current dependence 

o f the degree of polarisation is given. At lower bias, the degree o f polarisation
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increases with bias current, reaching a maximum of 22% at 250mA and then starts 

decreasing. At our working point of 350mA the ASE is 13% polarized.

(a) P o larim eter response for the 
ASE (300mA bias)

(b) Bias C u rren t Dependence

50

40

30

10

100 200 300
Bias current (mA)

400

Figure 4. State ofpolarization o f  the ASE, (a) M easured at hias =  300mA (ellipticity = 

0.01, orientation = 86°), (b) Degree o f  polarization o f  the ASE as a function o f  bias 

current.

3.2 Measurement o f ASE spectra

The polarisation resolved amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) spectra. Figure 6, are 

recorded for both eigen modes using an optical spectrum analyser (OSA). The SOA is 

temperature controlled at 20°C with a Peltier cooler. The output of the SOA is 

collected and collimated using a microscope objective. Then a Gian polarizer selects 

either the TE or TM component of the output before it is coupled into a single mode 

fibre using a second objective lens and sent into an OSA, as shown on Figure 5. The 

best wavelength resolution available is used, 0.07nm and averaging is used during the 

acquisition in order to minimise the effect o f vibrations and temperature drift. Indeed 

the sensitivity of the device to changes in temperature was found to be critical, with 

changes as low as 0.01° at the thermistor leading to up to IdB decrease in the output 

ASE level in the gain region. Therefore a FID controller is used in conjunction with 

the Peltier cooler and the set-up is left to stabilise for approximately an hour each time 

the bias current is changed.
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Figure 5. Experimental set-up fo r  ASE spectral measurements.

Figure 6 shows one of the polarisation resolved spectra measured. A modulation due 

to Fabry-Perot resonances is clearly observed at high bias currents, despite the anti

reflection coating of the facets. The ASE signal power is about 3 to 5mW and the low 

power displayed on the OSA trace is due to the large losses o f the coupling into the 

single mode fibre. The ripples can be seen to go in and out of phase as the wavelength 

changes, showing inherent birefringence of the device.
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Figure 6. Polarisation resolved ASE spectra o f  the TE and TM  
modes fo r  Ibias=^00mA.
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3.3 Single pass gain calculation

From the modulation depth o f the ripples, we can determine the wavelength 

dependence o f  the gain [1, 14] and the refractive indices for TE and TM modes. The 

so-called Hakki-Paoli method was first used to study lasers but due to residual 

reflections at the facets it is possible to perform similar gain measurements in 

travelling wave SOAs. The only limitation is a smaller range o f  wavelengths and bias 

currents over which the depth o f modulation is high enough for precise 

measurements. For this reason the spectra were measured at bias currents over 300mA 

and wavelength between 1565nm and 1595nm. Outside this range the modulation 

depth o f the ripples is too shallow to yield accurate results.

A Matlab based program is used to extract the gain spectra from the ASE spectra. The 

maxima and minima o f the Fabry-Perot resonances are stored, as well as the 

wavelength at which they are measured. The gain reflectivity product spectrum,y, is 

calculated from the formula:

minimum power between these peaks, y is linked to the single pass gain, G by:

where Ri and R2 are the reflectivities o f the output facets. We assume that the Ri and 

R2 are equal and constant over the spectral range o f our study, in accordance with 

reference [15]. The single pass gain is calculated from the TE and TM spectra, as 

shown in Figure 6, using Eqs. (11) to (13).

( 1 1 )

where r the modulation depth around the troughs is given by:

max >max
/ + !

( 12)
r.

i and i+1 represent neighbouring peak modulation power values and the

r  = ^R,iA)R,(A)G(A) (13)
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3.4 Results

Figure 7 shows the calculated TM and TE single pass gain spectra for a range o f bias. 

As the current increases, the peak value of the gain increases for both modes. It is 

interesting to note that for bias currents from 350mA to 450mA and wavelengths 

between 1575 and 1580, where the gain is maximal, the single pass gains in TE and 

TM are approximately equal, as quoted by the manufacturer.

Oo

c  16

I a 300mA

1565 1570 1575 1580 1585 1590 1595

S. 18

4Cc  16

I = 350 mA

1565 1570 1575 1585 1590 1595

Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (nm)

a. 18 -

I * 400mA
1 2 -

1565 1570 1575 1580 1585 1590 1595

3 0 -1

24

I. 18

I s  450mA i

1565 1570 1575 1580 1585 1590 1595

Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (nm)

Figure 7. Polarisation resolved gain spectra calculated from the ASE spectra fo r  a 

range o f  bias currents.

3.5 Birefringence

Birefringence has also been mentioned as an effect responsible for non-linear 

polarisation rotation [7, 16]. In order to observe and quantify this effect, the refractive 

index is calculated for both the TE and TM modes. If there is a birefringent effect in 

the device then the period of the modulation ripples is different for both polarisations 

since light travels at different speeds for each mode. In other words, the ripples in the 

ASE spectrum go in and out of phase with respect to each other, due to the small but
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finite difference in the periods o f the ripple [17], These effects can be seen in the 

insets o f Figure 6. Both modulations are in phase at 1581nm, however, at 1574nm 

they are out o f  phase. This means that there are different refractive indices for the TE 

and TM modes, indicating birefringence in the device. The refractive index is 

measured using the ASE spectra recorded for the gain calculations. Using the 

definition o f the free-spectral range in a Fabry-Perot resonator, the refractive index for 

both modes can be calculated:

k  A: + l A:(A: + 1)

where /I is the wavelength, the effective group refractive index, L is the length

o f the device and k is the wavevector. Using this equation we can extract ^g.ej^-as a 

function o f wavelength. IsX is the trough to trough wavelength separation, as 

measured from the ripples on the ASE spectra in Figure 6 and X is taken as the central 

wavelength from trough to trough. In this way a refractive index can be calculated for 

each central wavelength. Figure 8 (a) and (b) show the effective refractive index 

dependence from 1560nm to 1590nm at 400mA for the TE and TM modes 

respectively.
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Figure 8. Refractive index calculated from the Fabry- 

Perot ripples at 400mA bias current fo r  (a) the TE 

mode and (b) the TM mode

The effective refractive index is found to be 4.03 for the TE mode and 3.95 in the TM 

mode, where the refractive index was averaged over the complete range of 

wavelengths, from 1560nm to 1590nm, providing experimental evidence o f the 

birefringence o f the device under study. While these values are consistent with 

previously documented results [15], Figure 8 clearly shows that the scattering of the 

data is larger than the calculated difference in refractive indices. Therefore 

quantitative characterisation of the device birefringence carmot be achieved with this 

method.
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Furthermore we can consider the dispersive nature of the semiconductor material and 

the dispersion parameter for each mode can be extracted using the following 

expression:

, dn
^ g , e ( f  -  ^ e f f  ^  (4)

Where corresponds to the refractive index found from the free spectral range, rigff 

is effective wavelength independent refractive index and dn/dX the dispersive term. It 

is found that the scatter of the refractive index data, in Figure 8, is too large to extract 

a meaningful quantitative value. However it is clear from the slope that the dispersion 

parameter for the TE mode is less than that of TM, in agreement with the results from 

[15]. Therefore the TE refractive index is higher than the TM refractive index and this 

difference between refractive indices decreases slightly with increasing wavelength. 

This birefringence is a second possible origin of the NPR in the SOA.

In conclusion, without injected light the single-pass gain in the TE and TM modes 

were found to be close, with less than 2dB difference at 1580nm, and a small 

birefringence was measured.

4. Single beam injection

The behaviour of the SOA is now investigated under continuous wave (CW) 

injection. The changes in polarisation undergone by a single CW beam are studied as 

a function of different parameters of the SOA and input signal [4].

4.1 Experimental set-up

The SOA is biased at 350mA and temperature controlled at 20°C by means of a 

Peltier cooler. Figure 9 shows the one beam injection set-up. The probe signal is 

provided by a HP8168F tuneable laser source. The polarisation of the free space 

signal is controlled by several components. Firstly by a polarizer in order to achieve a 

linearly polarised signal, secondly by a half-wave plate in order to rotate the linearly 

polarised signal and lastly by a quarter-wave plate to compensate the mismatch 

between the operating wavelength of the device and the operating wavelength of the 

plates. The optical signal is then launched into the SOA using a 0.25NA AR
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microscope objective. The launching conditions are optimised using the two mirrors 

and micro-control lens mounts. The SOA output is then collected and collimated 

using a second microscope objective. Different possibilities are used at the detection 

end of the set-up: a photodiode is used for alignment purposes, a fibre coupler and an 

OSA are used for optimisation of the light injection. For polarisation measurements, a 

band-pass filter centred at 1580nm with a bandwidth o f lOnm is placed in front o f the 

polarimeter to reduce the influence o f the random polarisation of the ASE.

^  IR Mirror Band-pass filter ^  gOA

Tuneable laser ^  Objective Lens
HP

8168F

POL: Polariser

HWP/QWP: half/quarter wave plate

POL HWP QWP

cmHP
8168F Output beam measurements

Polarimeter

Photodiode

OSA

Temp, control 
20°C

Figure 9. One beam injection set-up.

4.2 Characterization o f  non-linear polarisation rotation

The state of polarisation o f the input beam is set as linear and its orientation rotated 

between 0° and 9 0 ° . For each orientation the output state o f polarisation is recorded 

for a range o f injected powers at a bias current of 350mA and an injection wavelength 

o f 1580nm. This wavelength was specifically chosen since it corresponds to the peak 

gain of the TE and TM modes as shown in Figure 7. The parameters of the 

polarisation ellipse, orientation and ellipticity, are shown on Figure 10 and Figure 11. 

When light is injected along the eigen modes of the device (0in=O° and 0in=9O °), the 

output orientation remains mostly unchanged and the ellipticity close to 0, showing 

that no significant modification of the principal axis of the device are detected over
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the range o f power injected. The largest changes in orientation and ellipticity seem to 

occur between 40° and 60° injection. As the power o f the input beam is increased, the 

behaviour seems more linear. In other words the change in the state o f polarisation is 

less dramatic, with the ellipticity getting closer to 0 and the output orientation staying 

closer to the input orientation.

As the injection angle increases the ellipticity decreases, reaching a minimum at 48°, 

independently o f  input power. A minimum of -0 .94  is achieved at 48° injection for 

166)j.W o f injected power. At the minimum o f ellipticity curves, the output is 

approaching a circular polarisation. The fact that the minimum is reached at an input 

angle greater than 45° indicates that the TE gain must be greater than the TM gain. 

For example at an input orientation o f  48°, there will be more light injected into the 

TM mode than the TE mode and in order for the output to approach a circular 

polarisation the gain in TE mode must compensate for the lower injected power. The 

negative sign shows that the output polarisation is o f left-handed rotation, which is 

consistent with the TE axis being slower than the TM axis as was

measured in the spectral analysis. At 90° the ellipticity is zero, the linear input is 

injected along the TM mode, propagates and is amplified along this mode. This 

indicates that there is no measurable modification o f the principal axes over this 

power range.
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Figure 10. Output orientation as a function o f  input 
orientation fo r  different input powers, hias =  350mA, 
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4.3 Modelling 

4.3.1 Principle

In order to develop a more quantitative understanding of the experiment, a Matlab 

based model was written. It is based on a propagating electric field, E, having two 

components aligned along the modes o f the waveguide. The two components are 

assumed to travel independently through the SOA, experiencing different refractive 

indices and gain, before being recombined at the output.

p  _  p ‘( < o i - k z ) , p  'V

where, E otectm) is the E  component at the output of the device corresponding to the TE 

(TM) direction and its phase is (!>te(tm)- E  ote and E qtm  are expressed as:

~  TE

where, p  is the ratio of the single pass gain in the TE mode to the one in the TM, 6,n is 

the input angle and utectm) is the unit vector along the horizontal (vertical) axis. The 

amplitude E  of the input field is taken to be unity in our model. The phases (j>TE and 

<f>TM are defined as follows:

977/ fl
rTE(TM)  “

Where L is the length o f the device, nrEfTM) is the refractive index of the TE(TM) 

mode and A the wavelength of the input signal.

There are two input parameters to the model, the gain ratio p related to the different 

gain experienced by each component, and the relative phase A<j) related to the different 

refractive index experienced by each component. The program calculates both 

components, Ete and Etm, of the electric field, and traces the polarisation ellipse. Both 

the ellipticity, e, and the orientation 0out are then extracted. One example of the
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calculated output polarisation ellipse can be seen in Figure 12. The ellipticity is found 

by dividing the minimum amplitude A m i n  of the E field by its maximum A m a x - The 

orientation is calculated by using the equation given on the figure.

0 = ou tp u t orientation

UJ

0.5-

H 0.0

-0.5-

e = ellipticity

M A X / ^  J

X  \/  MIN \ /X II cn
o

> -e
- II cn
o

.......T »
E„ = 2OTt OTM 

» 1 •

|e| -  A m in/A max

1 -1 0OUT = — tan 
2

-1

T E

Figure 12. Calculated output polarisation ellipse fo r  input parameters p  = 2 and A<f> 

=  45°, and equations used to calculate its ellipticity and orientation.

This is repeated for each input orientation. The output ellipticity and orientation 

curves are plotted as a function on the input orientation. The input parameters are then 

adjusted so that the calculated curves fit the experimental data as well as possible. 

This allows the phase shift and gain ratio introduced by the device to be followed as a 

function of the input power. It is important to note here that the output ellipticity and 

output orientation are parameters of the same ellipse and are only presented in 

separate curves for more clarity.

4.3.2 Parameters

The effects o f the input parameters on the output ellipticity and orientation curves are 

shown on Figure 13. The curves are given for different values of one of the 

parameters while the other one is fixed (p=l or A(j>=45°). Looking first at the effect of 

the phase parameter on the ellipticity (a), the minimum reached by the ellipticity 

decreases from a linear output when A(|)=0 to a circular output when A(j)=-90° and
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6in=45°. If  we kept decreasing the phase from -90° to -180°, the minimum value 

would increase back to 0. Keeping the phase parameter constant and varying the gain 

parameter, (b), causes the input orientation for which the ellipticity reaches its 

minimum value to change. If  the gain is higher in TM than in TE the minimum occurs 

at input angles below 4 5 °  and if  it is higher in TE than in TM, the minimum occurs 

above 4 5 ° . Looking now at the effect o f the same parameter, p, on the orientation (d) 

the input angle at which the output orientation reached 4 5 °  increases with the TE to 

TM gain ratio. Finally varying the phase parameter affects the linearity o f  the 

orientation curves (c), with a linear dependence on the input orientation when A(j)=0 to 

a step-like variation when A(j)=-90°.

One limitation o f  this model is that the sign o f the ellipticity and quadrant o f the phase 

shift are not determined directly from the program. Because o f  the use o f  the tangent 

and cosine functions and the ambiguity o f the sign o f  the ellipticity, different phase 

shifts can give the same results. The simplest way to determine the quadrant where 

the phase shift lies is to look at the experimental data as well, then from the addition 

o f  a sine and cosine functions:

If O°<0ou.<9O° and e>0.

If -9O°<0ou,<O° and e>0.

If -9O°<0ou,<O° and e<0,

If O°<0out<9O° and e<0.

Since the measured output orientation was positive and the ellipticity negative, the 

phase shift in our case is between -90° and 0° (mod 2n).
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Figure 13. Effect o f  the model parameters on the output ellipticity and output 

orientation versus input orientation curves, (a) Phase parameter ejfect on ellipticity, 

p=l, A 0  varied between 0° and -90°. (b) Gain parameter effect on ellipticity, 

A0=45°, p  varied between 0.125 and 4. (c) Phase parameter effect on orientation, 

p=l, AO  varied between -90° and 0°. (d) Gain parameter effect on orientation, 

A0=45°, p  varied between 0.125 and 4.

Another limitation o f the model is that it only gives relative values, i.e. a phase shift 

and a gain ratio and thus do not allow us to access directly the values of the TE and 

TM gains and refractive indices.

4.4 Analysis

The model was then applied to fit the experimental data. As shown in Figure 14, a 

good correspondence can be achieved and the parameters p  and the phase difference 

A(j) = (j)TM - <t>TE can be extracted for each injected power. Furthermore the same 

parameters give good agreement when applied to fitting the output orientation as a 

function o f input orientation over a range o f injected power showing that the 

birefringence and gain effects does not depend on the input polarisation angle for our 

experimental conditions. The fit of the ellipticity data is better than that o f the
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orientation data. However the best fit parameters for the ellipticity were found to be 

the same as the best fit parameters for the orientation. An offset o f 4° can be seen on 

the orientation curves, especially away from the eigen modes of the device. Its origin 

is not clearly understood, although the preferential TM polarisation o f the ASE, a 

small rotation of the eigen modes and optical feedback effects in the set-up can be 

contributing factors. Optical feedback is due to reflections at lens surfaces and at the 

tip o f the launching fibre, causing a small part of the injected beam to travel back into 

the set-up. Further measurements taken after replacing the microscope objectives by 

achromatic lenses showed that the effect was reduced, without affecting the ellipticity 

data and best fit parameters. Further investigation o f the offset will be presented 

below.
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Figure 14. One beam injection: polarisation data fit.

Figure 15 illustrates the power dependences of the best fit gain and phase parameters. 

Within the range of injected power, the gain ratio increases up to a value of 1.25 for 

an injected power of 413 ijW. Indicating that the single pass TE gain becomes 

increasingly greater than the single pass TM gain. This is consistent with the 

saturation effect observed in chapter 2, where the saturation power for the TM mode 

was found to be smaller than that of the TE mode. As the injected power is decreased 

towards zero, p  converges towards 1 indicating the single pass TE gain approximates 

to the single pass TM gain. This is consistent with the results of Figure 7, where the 

gain spectra are obtained under conditions of no injection.
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The phase difference A(j) is negative, meaning that the E field rotates counter 

clockwise. As the phase is defined mod 2n it is not possible to relate it directly to the 

refractive indices. This approach is limited since only relative gain and phase 

difference values can be extracted. However it is obviously a powerful technique for 

determining the polarisation sensitivity of the SOA devices and also identify which 

mode is more susceptible to gain saturation. As mentioned earlier the sample under 

test is sold commercially as a low polarisation sensitivity device, but here we can 

clearly see a change in polarisation under standard operating conditions. This 

indicates that SOAs hold potential for the exploitation o f these polarisation effects.
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Figure 15. Best f i t  parameters as a function o f  injected power.
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4.5 Rotation o f the principal axis.

As discussed before when light is injected along one of the principal axis, TE or TM, 

its polarization remains mostly unchanged. Because of that in the previous experiment 

the phase shift and relative gain can be determined by rotating the input polarisation 

over 90°. However a small change can sometimes be measured and output ellipticities 

between 0 and 0.02° and orientations up to 3° were recorded for a TE polarised input. 

This alteration of the state of polarisation when injecting along the principal axes is 

not expected and is dependent on injected power and bias current. It has been 

suggested that this modification is due to modes other than the fundamental 

propagating through the SOA [16, 18]. Under injection of an optical beam, the 

refractive index variation, due to the change in carrier density [19], modifies the 

confinement factor of the waveguide. For large optical power, this can lead to higher 

order modes being supported by the waveguide [20].

Using the same experimental set-up as before, but replacing the objective lenses by 

anti-reflection coated aspheric lenses in order to reduce the offset in the orientation 

data, a rotation of the principal axes should cause an asymmetry in the data recorded 

between -90° and 0° and those recorded between 0° and 90°. This rotation can then be 

quantified by introducing a rotation of the principal axis in the model before fitting 

the curves with the gain and phase parameters. The rotation given here is the 

difference between the horizontal direction and the TE axis. An example of the fit 

obtained with and without introducing the rotation is shown on Figure 16. Once again 

the ellipticity data are used to find the best fit parameters: the TE axis oriented at 5° 

from the horizontal, a phase difference A(j) of -77° and a relative gain p o f 1.2. It 

follows that the rotation of the eigen axes contributed to the disparity between 

experimental data and best fit curves in the previous section. However as can be seen 

on Figure 16, the effect of this rotation on the orientation curves does not account for 

an offset of 4° for all data points and therefore the effect o f optical feedback cannot be 

ruled out.
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Figure 16. Fitting used to determine the rotation o f  the principal axes o f  the SO A. o: 

data points, solid line: best f i t  obtained with TE oriented 5° from  the horizontal, dash 

line: best f i t  obtained without introducing the rotation (the same parameters are used 

in both cases, p =  1.2, Acf) =  -77°). Itias =S50mA, X = 1580nm, Pi„ = 208p.W.

This rotation is dependent on the power of the input beam, varying from 2° at lower 

powers to a maximum of 5°, as well as on the bias current injected and can therefore 

not be attributed to the way the SOA is mounted or the orientation of the device. It is 

associated with the underlying physical properties of the SOA device. While this 

method does not give any information on the origin of the rotation, it is a powerful 

tool to measure it in the continuous wave regime and could potentially be used to 

study its dependence on input beam and device parameters.

5. Conclusion

The origin o f the non-linear polarisation rotation in semiconductor optical amplifiers 

was studied using two different techniques. Two phenomena were considered as 

sources of the NRP: the asymmetric gain between the TE and TM modes and the 

birefringence. In the first experiment, without injected signal, the underlying 

properties o f the waveguide are probed. Polarisation resolved ASE spectra were 

recorded and the gain and refractive index for the two eigen modes of the SOA 

waveguide were calculated. It was found using this method, that a difference in the 

refractive indices of the two modes could be determined, with the refractive index 

along the TE axis greater than that along the TM axis. Furthermore estimations of
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effective refractive indices of the two modes could be extracted. The values obtained 

are in agreement with the literature.

In the second experiment, a new approach has been developed to investigate the gain 

and refractive index differences of the two eigen modes. The change in polarisation 

state o f an injected signal at the output of the device is measured using a polarimeter. 

From the fit of the experimental results, with a basic electric field propagation model, 

we are able to measure the TE and TM gain ratio and the birefringence as a fiinction 

o f injected power. It is found that even though the TE and TM gains are close under 

low optical injection, consistent with the gain extracted from the analysis of the ASE 

spectra, the difference in gain between the two modes increases with increasing 

injected power. The phase difference between TE and TM modes was found to get 

closer to zero as the injected power is increased, causing the maximum ellipticity to 

decrease and the orientation curves to become more linear. Finally by measuring the 

change of polarisation of the input beam over a larger range of input orientation (-90° 

to 90°), a small rotation of the principal axes, to a maximum of 5°, was observed.
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CHAPTER 4 :

CONTINUOUS WAVE PUMP-PROBE MEASUREMENTS

1. Introduction

Pump-probe studies are needed in order to assess the potential of non-linear polarisation 

rotation for optical switching applications. Some polarisation pump probe 

measurements have been performed by other groups [1,2] using a fiberised SOA output 

and polarisation analyser. However the following data were obtained using free space 

optics only, so as not to disturb the polarisation state of the output beam. For ultrafast 

switching applications, modulated continuous wave (CW) or pulsed sources are 

necessary [3]. However depending on the average power and repetition rate o f those 

sources, it can be difficult to characterise the polarisation at the output of the SOA due 

to the relatively large ASE noise. Using un-modulated CW sources allows us to 

accurately measure the states of polarisation with a polarimeter. While the information 

concerning the fast effects, like spectral hole burning and carrier heating, is lost when 

using CW, the implementation of the set-up is much simpler and the expected extinction 

ratio due to the slower carrier pulsation effects can be extracted. In addition the change 

in probe polarisation due to injection o f a second (pump) beam can be characterized as a 

function o f pump parameters (power and polarisation) and bias current.

In the following experiments, two beams are injected into the device. The probe is a low 

intensity beam so that it affects the waveguide as little as possible, but the output probe 

signal must be high enough to be accurately measured. The pump beam is a higher 

intensity beam, which changes the properties of the device as it travels through it and 

thereby affecting the probe output. The output polarisation o f the probe beam is 

monitored as a function of pumping parameters and of the SOA bias current.
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2. Experimental set-up

A free space contra-propagation set-up, as shown on Figure 1, is used as free space 

filters do not allow for the wavelength resolution required to separate the two signals in 

a co-propagation configuration and fiberised filters, while offering good wavelength 

resolution, modify the polarisation states of the signals. Furthermore in this 

configuration we have the possibility to pump and probe at the same wavelength, in this 

case at the peak of the gain region. Two beamsplitters are used, one on each side of the 

SOA, in order to isolate the pump and probe outputs. The continuous wave (CW) input 

signals are generated by two HP8168F tuneable laser sources, with the probe signal set 

at 1580nm and the pump signal at 1575nm. The states of polarisation of the pump and 

probe signals are controlled independently using a polarizer, a half-wave plate and a 

quarter-wave plate. A 1580nm interference filter is then used to cut-off most of the 

noise created by the ASE and the optical feedback, before detecting the output probe 

signal. The SOA is temperature regulated at 20^ by means o f a Peltier cooler.

^  IR M irror Band-pass Hlter ^

Tunable laser source ^  Objective Lens
HP

8168F

POL: Polariser

HWP/QWP: half/quarter wave plate

O utput probe 
beam
m easurem ents

Polarimeter

PROBE
POL HWP QWP

HP
8168F

PUM POutput 
pump beam  
m onitoring

OSA HP
8168F

QWP HWP POL

Figure 1. Continuous wave pump probe set-up.
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3. Pump signal parameters

The output probe signal ellipticity and orientation are first measured as a function of the 

pump power for different pump state of polarisation. As can be seen in Figure 2 the 

evolution o f the state of polarisation of the probe at the output is relatively independent 

of the state of polarisation o f the pump, with the effect of the TE polarised pump 

slightly stronger than the TM polarised pump and the data obtained with the pump 

linearly polarised at 45° lying in between. However, there is modification o f both the 

ellipticity and orientation o f the probe polarisation as the injected pump power 

increases. In the example shown below for an input probe beam with a linear 

polarisation state at 45°, the ellipticity of the output probe signal is strongly dependent 

on the pump power. At low pump power the probe state of polarisation is approximately 

circular and as the pump power increases the probe state of polarisation tends toward a 

linear state of polarisation. The orientation of the probe state of polarisation changes 

initially and then remains relatively constant. However the change in orientation 

observed at lower pump power is not highly significant considering the high ellipticity 

measured. One possibility for the modification of the probe polarisation as a function of 

the pump power is that the waveguide is being modified due to intensity dependent 

refractive index and gain effects. Since gain saturation and refractive index changes are 

different for the TE and TM modes, the effect of the pump on the probe gain and 

polarisation is dependent on pump polarisation.

The probe gain is dependent on the injected pump power, the higher the pump power 

the fewer carriers are available for probe gain. A reduction in the carrier density can 

also be achieved by reducing the bias current and the dependence of the probe state of 

polarisation on the bias current in the presence and absence of a pump signal is 

presented in the next section.
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P p r o h e  =  iOnW, X p r o h e  = 1580nm, X p u m p  = 1575nm.

4. Bias current

4.1 Experimental results

In this experiment, the effect of the SOA bias current is investigated. The pump signal is 

set at 1575nm, 258|iW and in a TE polarisation state. The probe signal is set at 1580nm, 

30|4,W and in a linear polarisation state of orientation 40°, 45“, 50° and 55°. The 

ellipticity and orientation of the output probe signal are measured for the pump on and 

off states. The results are plotted in Figure 3 for 40° and 55° where it can clearly be seen 

that the effect of the pump is strongly dependent on the bias current and varies with the 

input probe orientation. Over this range of probe polarisation, the maximum variation in 

ellipticity and orientation of the output probe polarisation ellipse as the pump is 

switched on is found to decrease as the orientation of the probe polarisation is increased. 

With the pump off the probe ellipticity increases with bias current to reach a maximum 

around 375mA and then falls off, while with the pump on the probe ellipticity increases 

over the whole range of bias current. Both the orientation of the pump on and pump off 

data decrease with bias current, although the decrease is faster when the pump is on. It 

is interesting to note that the maximum rotation between the pump off and pump on 

states (at high bias currents) occurs for the lowest change in ellipticity and similarly the 

largest change in ellipticity (at lower bias currents) occurs when the rotation is the
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smallest. Clearly a trade-off between rotation and change in the ellipticity has to be 

found in order to get a good extinction ratio for switching applications. It is already 

known from the single beam experiment that both the birefringence and the relative gain 

o f  the TE and TM modes change with input power. When a pump beam is injected, the 

probe signal gain also varies: as the pump is switched on, fewer carriers are available 

for probe amplification but the carrier concentration increases with bias current. 

Therefore we could expect the change in probe polarisation caused by injection o f  the 

pump to be reversed by an increase in bias current. For example Figure 3 (a) at a bias 

current o f 300mA, the probe ellipticity changes from 0.4 to 0 as the pump is switched 

on, and reaches 0.4 again as the bias current is increased to 400mA. However this is not 

supported by all the data, in particular no decrease in the probe orientation with bias 

current is observed when the pump is on, while it is clearly the case when the pump is 

off. We later try to model these effects but first the effect o f the beamsplitter on the 

output polarisation is characterised.

Indeed the experimental polarisation data do not take into account the effect o f the 

reflection [4, 5] at the beamsplitter, which changes the sign o f the ellipticity and o f the 

TE component and also rotates the orientation by an additional angle, between 2°  and 

5°. In order to determine the state o f polarisation o f the probe directly at the output o f 

the device, the change in probe polarisation induced by the beamsplitter must be known 

and will be dealt with later. However these data are strongly relevant since the design o f 

this set-up (Figure 1) is a possible configuration for switching applications. The 

beamsplitter would be part o f the practical switch design, and has been used before in a 

fiberised set up [6]. The data presented in Figure 3 can therefore be analysed in order to 

obtain the conditions corresponding to the optimum extinction ratio in the absence and 

presence o f the pump signal and therefore the optimum switching conditions.
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Figure 3. Output probe ellipticity and orientation vs. bias current fo r  both pump OFF and pump 

ON conditions, Xpr„he=1580nm, .̂pump=1575nm, Pprohe=30mW, Ppump=258mW, Pump TE 

polarised, (a) Probe linearly polarised at 40°, (b) probe linearly polarised at 55°.

4.2 Extinction ratio

As discussed before a trade-off between the change in ellipticity and the change in 

orientation as the pump is switch on has to be found in order to determine the optimum 

switching conditions. This could easily be measured experimentally by placing a 

polarizer in the output probe signal path (after the beamsplitter) and recording the probe 

output intensity as a function of polarizer angle for the pump on, Iq n , and pump off, 

loFF, conditions. The extinction ration (ER) is then found as follows:

ER = 1^
^O F F
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However this would be very time consuming, instead a Matlab program was written in 

order to calculate the ER that could be achieved if a polarizer was placed in front of a 

photodetector. The effect of the polarizer can be modelled using Mueller calculus [7] 

and the theoretical polarizer can be orientated for all possible angles o f the polarising 

axis. The Stokes vectors measured with the polarimeter are normalised and must first be 

scaled by the intensity, as it is the intensity transmitted by the polarizer in front of the 

photodetector which is the parameter determining the ER. As discussed before, this 

intensity changes when the pump is switched on because of the probe gain compression 

due to carrier depletion by the pump signal, as shown on Figure 4(a). The scaling is 

achieved by integrating the signal spectrum measured with the OSA, with and without 

the pump input. The gain compression measured in these experimental conditions, 

without the polarizer, was found to be 5.5dB, i.e. switching the pump signal on 

decreases the probe output level by 5.5dB, which corresponds to an ER of -5.5dB due to 

gain switching only. This value is consistent with the slow gain compression found in 

the polarisation resolved dynamics, chapter 5, when pumping in TE (probe TE or TM) 

or pumping and probing at 45°, where values of 4dB to 7dB are measured.

Mueller calculus is then used to find the output intensity after the polarizer. The Mueller 

matrix of a linear polarizer at an angle 0 is [7]:

1 cos(2^) sin(2^) 0
1 cos{20) cos ̂ (2«) cos(2^)sin(2^) 0
2 sin(2^) cos(2^) sin =(2«) 0

0 0 0 0

This is repeated at the different bias currents for all angles o f the polarizer, using steps 

of 1°, and for pump on and off. The achievable extinction ratio can then be found. The 

extinction ratio as a function o f polarizer angle is plotted for each bias current and the 

curve obtained at 400mA is shown on Figure 4(b). The ER is always negative because 

of the gain compression due to the pump. The best ER was found to be -7.5 dB, for an 

input signal polarisation of 40°, a 400mA bias current and at a polarizer angle o f 39°. 

This is low compared to results obtained in fiberised set-ups, where ERs of more than 

20dB [6] have been achieved. However fiberised set-ups tend to modify the states of 

polarisation and the change of polarisation is not only due to propagation through the
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SOA but also through the polarisation controllers, half wave plates or polarizers that are 

often placed before detection, at the output of the device. The ER measured in our case 

is different since the output probe is detected directly after the SOA and thus only the 

changes in intensity and polarisation due to the device are taken into account. For 

example, using the same set-up, if  when the pump is off a retarder is used to linearise 

the output probe polarisation and followed by a polarizer blocking the signal so that 

IoFF ~0, then as the pump is switched on the output polarisation changes and some light 

is transmitted through the polarizer. In that case the ER is positive, and can reach a high 

value even if the transmitted intensity is low, depending on how well the signal is 

blocked when the pump is off. However the output states o f polarisation are not known 

and the best results are usually obtained by trial and error. Therefore the method 

presented here is useful to determine the best working point and improve fiberised set

ups as well as other switching methods like cross-gain modulation. Figure 4(b) shows 

that under these conditions, using polarisation switching by including only a polarizer at 

the output can improve the extinction ratio obtained by gain switching by up to 2dB, or 

deteriorate it by up to 1.5dB depending on the orientation of the polarizer.
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5. Characterisation of the change in probe polarisation 

5.1 Influence o f the beamsplitter

As mentioned above, the output probe polarisation is modified by the beamsplitter used 

to isolate the probe from the pump signal. In order to study the polarisation effects and 

to use the model presented in the previous chapter, the effect o f the beamsplitter on the 

state o f polarisation of an incident beam as it is reflected has to be characterized. 

Finding the Mueller matrix of the beamsplitter would be particularly interesting as it 

directly relates the Stokes parameters of the incident beam to the reflected beam. The 

beamsplitter can be thought of as a mirror reflecting half the intensity. In that case the 

Mueller matrix o f the beamsplitter is that of a perfect mirror [4] multiplied by 0.5, as 

follows:

1 0  0 0
1 0 1 0 0

M  =  -
2 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 - 1

The effect of a perfect mirror on the polarisation of the incident beam is to reverse the 

electric field direction of rotation. Because the Mueller matrix is based on the 

measurable Stokes parameters, its accuracy can easily be checked. An additional 

rotation and change in ellipticity is observed experimentally showing that the use of this 

ideal representation of the beamsplitter does not lead the accuracy required for this 

work. Since a Mueller matrix assumes a linear relationship between the incident and 

reflected Stokes vector, it can be determined experimentally by measuring four sets of 

incident, S, and reflected. S’, Stokes vectors and solving the corresponding linear 

equations:

5 , = + w ,25'2 + WijS'j +
S j  =  ^ 21*^1 + ^ 2 2 ^ 2  + '” 23*^3 + '^ 24*^4 

=  W ji iS , +  m^2 ^ 2  +  +  ' ” 34-^4
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The Mueller matrix found with this method presented complex elements and could 

therefore not be used. The reason for the limitations of this approach can be found in the 

physical realizability conditions of Mueller matrices [4] and is probably linked in this 

case to the polarising properties o f the beamsplitter i.e. the reflection is not only 

polarisation dependent but also introduces extra polarisation. Since only the polarised 

part of the signal was taken into account, this results in an erroneous calculated degree 

o f polarisation greater than one. Although in general this can be corrected by post- 

multiplying the Mueller matrix for the ideal case by another Mueller matrix, another 

approach is possible.

A different method is therefore implemented where instead o f relating the incident and 

reflected Stokes vector via the Mueller matrix of the beamsplitter, the relative gain and 

phase shift between the TE and TM components of the incident beam introduced by the 

beamsplitter are found. This method is based on the model presented in the previous 

chapter and can be implemented in two ways. Firstly the linear incident state of 

polarisation is rotated over 90° as before, and the reflected state o f polarisation 

measured. The results are then fitted and the relative gain and phase shift introduced by 

the beamsplitter are found, as can be seen on Figure 5. A second way is to rotate the 

input probe signal over 90° and to measure the output probe signal (pump off) before 

and after reflection by the beamsplitter. The results are then fitted with the model as 

before and the difference between the best fit parameters before and after reflection give 

the phase shift and relative gain introduced by the beamsplitter. The same results were 

obtained with both methods, with a phase shift of -161±1° and relative gain o f 0.77 

±0.05. Therefore the effect of the beamsplitter on the electric field is characterised and 

the reflected polarisation data can still be fitted using the model developed in chapter 3.
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5.2 Results

In this experiment the change in probe polarisation is characterised under pumping 

condition. The pump is TE polarised with a 1575nm wavelength. The input probe 

(>^=1580nm) linear state of polarisation is rotated from 0° to 90° and the model 

described in the previous chapter is used to fit the data recorded for different values of 

pump and probe input powers. Figure 6 shows the measured data as well as the best fit 

curves for two bias currents. Looking first at the ellipticity, Figure 6(a), clearly a break 

down o f the model is observed as it becomes impossible to fit all the data with only two 

parameters (relative gain and phase difference). While the model is able to cope at 

higher bias currents and low probe powers, the fitting gets worse as the bias current is 

decreased, or as the probe power is increased. The data shown here were taken with the 

pump TE polarised and the fit seems worse for the data points corresponding to probe 

input polarisation orientation closer to TE, however data taken with the pump TM 

polarised show the same trend.
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On the other hand the fit of the orientation data, Figure 6(b), appears much better than 

that of the ellipticity data. In fact the orientation can always be fitted well with the same 

model for all values of probe and pump power as well as all bias currents. As was the 

case in the single beam experiment, the output orientation curves become more linear as 

the probe power is increased. The same effect is observed as the pump power is 

increased. In the results given here, the best fit of the orientation and ellipticity is 

obtained using the same relative gain and phase difference inputs in the model, as they 

are parameters o f the same polarisation ellipse. However the ellipticity parameter is 

more sensitive to the polarisation and power dependence of the pump probe 

experimental data.

The fact that the polarisation data in this case cannot all be fitted using the gain and 

phase parameters shows that when two beams are injected the gain and birefringence 

experienced by the probe is dependent on the probe state of polarisation. This is due to 

the modification of the longitudinal carrier distribution [8-10] which is dependent on the 

relative states of polarisation of the pump and probe signals. As discussed in the next 

chapter, for the same input power different gain compression is achieved depending on 

the pump and probe states of polarisation due to the different carrier densities available 

for TE and TM transitions. It implies that the gain experienced by each component of 

the electric field is now dependent on the pump and probe states of polarisation since it 

is directly related to the carrier densities. Moreover, as demonstrated in chapter 5, 

coupling is achieved between the TE and TM modes via the light hole valence band and 

conduction band. Therefore the assumption that the electric field can be considered as 

two independent orthogonal components is not strictly true and leads to inaccurate 

modelling o f pump probe experiments. However the fact that a good fit o f the 

experimental data is obtained in the previous chapter suggests that this assumption can 

be used to study polarisation effects under a single CW beam condition, although a 

break down of the model could be expected at higher optical injection. Unlike in the 

pump probe experiment, the carrier distribution encountered by the probe along the 

waveguide is gradually modified by the probe signal only. Another contributing factor 

could be the polarisation dependent carrier heating due to Auger recombination that has 

been observed experimentally in the CW regime [11].
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6. Conclusion

The output probe state o f polarisation is found to be strongly dependent on input pump 

power and bias current while the variation observed with pump polarisation is smaller. 

The ellipticity decreases with pump power while both the ellipticity and orientation are 

modified as the bias current is changed. This change in polarisation is always present 

unless light is injected with a linear polarisation oriented along the eigen modes of the 

device. As such it should be taken into account for any switching application. Using 

polarisation switching by placing a polarizer at the output o f the device can lead to an 

improvement of the extinction ratio, compared to gain switching only, by 2dB or 

decrease it by 1.5dB depending on the polarizer orientation. This however is not a 

limitation of the set-up but rather reflects the change in polarisation experienced by the 

probe when the pump is switched on. The ER could easily be improved by adding extra 

polarisation controlling components in order to block out the output probe signal when 

the pump is on.

As the injected power o f either the probe or pump signal is increased, the change in 

probe polarisation becomes more linear, with a more constant rotation and a smaller 

output ellipticity. The modification of the electric field by the output beamsplitter can 

be characterized by a phase shift of -161 and a gain ratio of 0.77 and therefore is not a 

limiting factor in the characterization of the nonlinear polarisation rotation. A 

breakdown of the model developed in the previous chapter is observed when fitting the 

experimental polarisation data under pumping condition, showing that the gain and 

birefringence effects are now dependent on the input probe state of polarisation. The 

ellipticity data are more sensitive to the presence of the pump. In all the experiments 

conducted in the CW regime, the ellipticity was found to be a critical parameter o f the 

polarisation sensitivity in SOAs, while the polarisation rotation is mostly observed at 

low injected powers and is larger at low bias current.
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CHAPTER 5 :

POLARISATION DEPENDENT DYNAMICS

1. Introduction

There are two ways of investigating the polarization dependence of the SOA dynamics 

using pump-probe experiments. Monitoring the output probe intensity for different 

pump and probe input states of polarisation allows us to study the polarisation 

dependence of the device response, while rotating a polarizer in front o f the photodiode 

allows us to characterize the change in polarisation induced by the device. The former is 

the subject of the present chapter while the latter is dealt with in the next one. These 

studies are complementai'y as the device response to different input states of 

polarisation gives information on the actual underlying physics of the dynamics and 

how to optimise them. On the other hand the polarisation dependent detection helps 

differentiate between pure gain effects and coupled gain and polarisation effects. Both 

studies combined provide a direct assessment of the performance that can be expected 

for switching applications as well as a better understanding of gain and polarisation 

effects in SOAs.

2. Experimental technique 

2.1 Pump-probe experiments

The pump-probe method is used to measure ultrafast phenomena in a material. The 

material is excited by a high energy pulse, the pump pulse, while monitoring a low 

energy pulse, the probe pulse, as a function of the time delay between the pump and 

probe pulses. The energy of the weaker probe pulse is chosen below the gain saturation 

so that the probe travels through the SOA without disturbing the waveguide. The higher 

energy pump pulse induces a change in the optical properties o f the material, which 

modifies the state of the output probe pulse. This modification, in our case the intensity 

of the output probe signal, is recorded for different positions of the delay line 

corresponding to different positions of the pump and probe pulses overlap.
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2.2 Choice o f pump-probe configuration

2.2.1 Free space

Various configurations have been implemented for all-optical wavelength conversion, 

based on cross-gain and cross-phase modulation [1-9], Most o f the applications 

proposed use at least partially fiberised set-ups, where the polarisation state o f the light 

is random or modified as it travels through the fibres. This makes it very difficult both 

to set the polarisation to a known state and to measure how it is modified. Polarization 

maintaining fibres have been used in previous studies of non-linear polarization rotation 

but while it helps to set and preserve a signal polarization, it is strictly restricted to 

linear states o f polarization. In fact the output of such a fibre is always linear and thus 

injecting elliptically polarized light or even light linearly polarized with an orientation 

at an angle with the polarization maintaining fibre axis will lead to losses. Moreover any 

variation in the input polarization will lead to fluctuations in the output intensity. 

Therefore the set-up used here is totally free space and although such a system demands 

more complex alignment procedures and presents stability problems due to the number 

o f mechanical elements and degrees o f freedom, it allows for complete control and 

preservation of the signals state of polarization.

2.2.2 Counter-propagation

In a wavelength conversion system, a high intensity laser beam (pump) modifies 

properties (transmission, polarisation and phase) of a low intensity laser beam (probe). 

Pump-probe techniques can be used to investigate the timescales over which the probe 

is modified by the pump, by monitoring the probe output as a function of time delay 

between the pump and the probe pulses. The resolution of such experiments is mainly 

determined by the width of the pulses. In a conventional pump-probe set-up, the pump 

and probe pulses travel collinearly and in the same direction through the SO A and one 

is delayed with respect to the other. When the pump and probe are at the same 

wavelength the only way to separate them is via the polarization, the most common 

method being to launch cross-polarised pump and probe pulses and to separate them at 

the output with a polarizer. In the context of a polarization study this would obviously 

limit the measurements that could be undertaken. Not only do the pump and probe have 

to be cross-polarised but their state of polarization must be preserved as they travel
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through the SOA. Practically this means they have to be polarised along the eigen 

modes o f the device, leaving only two possible combinations, probe TE pump TM and 

probe TM pump TE. Although a more complicated heterodyne detection [10] has been 

proposed, a simpler and more flexible method to study the polarisation dependence of 

pump-probe measurements is to use a counter-propagation configuration where the 

pump and probe pulses travel in opposite directions. Then the beams can simply be 

separated using a beamsplitter, whatever their polarisation may be. The main 

disadvantage o f this configuration is the longer fall time. In contra-propagation it 

corresponds to the pulses overlapping at different positions inside the device and is 

strongly dependent on the length of the SOA, whereas in co-propagation it corresponds 

to the pulses overlapping each other, and depends mostly on the pulsewidth. The 

analysis and modelling o f the experimental data is not as straightforward since the probe 

experiences different regimes as it travels through the SOA. For one pump probe delay, 

part of the SOA could be saturated by the pump signal while another section could have 

recovered already.

2.2.3 Picosecond regime

Experimental studies in the femtosecond regime [11-15] are able to resolve the different 

ultrafast effects and determine their contributions and time constants. They also give 

valuable information about the structure of the material under test. The response of the 

SOA to femtosecond pulses is dominated by intraband effects. While operating in this 

regime allows investigation of the underlying physics, it cannot be used for switching 

applications. A large amount of work has also been done in the lOps to lOOps regime, in 

particular on switching applications [16-22]. The response o f SOAs to those signals is 

dominated by interband effects. But for optical telecommunications applications of 

polarization rotation effects it is interesting to study the dynamics of the effects in the 

picosecond regime in order to assess the switching capacity for data rates over lOOGb/s. 

In that case both interband and intraband effects are observed.

Different laser sources were used to perform the following experiments, the first one is 

an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) system. This bulky system was found to 

necessitate numerous time consuming adjustments and problems o f stability o f the 

output intensity, wavelength, and pulsewidth were encountered. As a result all the final
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data presented here were taken using a fibre-based femtosecond laser. This laser has a 

fiberised output and the pulsewidth after dispersion in the patch fibre is 2.5ps.

2.2.4 Experimental set-up

A free space contra-propagation configuration is used, allowing total control and 

preservation o f the state of polarisation of the injected and collected signals, as shown 

on Figure 1. The 1580 nm pulsed input is produced using a tlbre based femtosecond 

laser, with a repetition rate of 82 MHz. The pulse width after dispersion in the fiberised 

output is 2.5ps and a grating filter with a Inm spectral width is used. The pulses are 

coherent and one is delayed with respect to the other using a variable delay stage. The 

polarisation o f each beam is controlled independently with a quarter wave plate (QWP) 

and a half wave plate (HWP). Two beamsplitters allow us to monitor the input and 

output o f each beam. The light is coupled in and out o f the SOA by two anti reflection- 

coated aspheric lenses mounted on micro-control 3D translation stages. The device 

under test is a commercially available 1.5mm long bulk InGaAsP/InP travelling wave 

SOA biased at 350mA and temperature regulated at 20°C by means of a Peltier cooler. 

An interference filter is used to isolate the 1580nm probe signal from the broad ASE at 

1580 nm and the signal is detected using an infrared photodiode and a lock-in detection 

technique. The displacement of the delay line by a stepper motor as well as the signal 

acquisition are automated and controlled via a Labview based program.
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Figure 1. Free space contra-propagation pump probe experimental set-up.

2.3 Lock-in detection

Lock-in detection is commonly used to recover signals in the presence o f high 

background noise [23]. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of a typical lock-in amplifier. 

Its basic function is to provide a DC output proportional to the AC signal under 

investigation. The average probe power injected into the SOA is typically under l|o,W 

while the output ASE power at 350mA bias current reaches 5mW. An optical band pass 

filter is used to reduce the ASE noise, as well as a polarizer when possible, but still the 

noise level can be several orders o f magnitude above the signal level. In those 

conditions it is not possible to measure the intensity or polarization of the output probe 

signal directly.
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Figure 2. Block diagram o f  a typical lock-in amplifier.

The probe input signal is chopped mechanically using an optical chopper o f high 

frequency stability and this reference frequency is fed to the reference input of the lock- 

in amplifier. The input signal, including noise is amplified by an adjustable-gain 

amplifier in order to match it more closely to the optimum input signal range of the 

phase-sensitive detector (PSD) and then filtered in order to reduce the bandwidth of the 

noise voltages. The reference signal is passed through a phase shifter to compensate for 

phase differences introduced between the signal and reference inputs by the experiment. 

The reference and signal channels are then applied to the PSD. The PSD is a special 

rectifier that performs the AC to DC conversion. Only the part o f the signal at the same 

frequency as the reference is properly rectified and so converted to a DC level, while 

the errors due to rectified noise components appear at the PSD output as an AC 

fluctuation. This AC can easily be filtered out with a low-pass filter and the DC output 

further amplified.

3. Data acquisition and analysis

3.1 Main features o f a typical decay curve

A typical probe intensity signal obtained in counter-propagation is shown in Figure 3. 

This curve is part o f the early data collected using the OPO system and an artefact, 

probably due to temporal instability o f the pulses can be seen on the recovery of the 

device. This was never observed with the fibre laser. However this figure illustrates well 

the importance of the stability of the input source for accurate data analysis. At high
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resolutions, a small interference pattern due to reflections at the facets o f the device as 

well as at the coupling lenses can be seen. The lock-in amplifier output, proportional to 

the probe intensity is usually normalised by the probe signal level that is achieved in the 

absence o f the pump pulse in order to give transmission values. The displacement of 

the delay line is converted to a relative time delay. As discussed above there is not a 

single value of time delay (t=0) when the pump and probe overlap, but rather the 

position o f the pump and probe pulses overlap changes with time delay. Therefore the 

relative time delay is set to zero when the influence of the pump is the greatest.
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Figure 3. Main features o f  a decay curve (raw data) and corresponding positions o f  pump and 

probe pulse overlap.

We refer to the probe input facet (pump output facet) as the SOA input and the probe 

output facet (pump input facet) as the SOA output. Before A, the probe leaves the SOA 

before the pump enters it and its transmission is left unchanged. At A, the pump and 

probe pulses overlap at the output of the SOA. Between A and B the pulses overlap 

inside the SOA, and as is expected the gain experienced by the probe is reduced and 

therefore the intensity o f the amplified probe signal decreases. It is important to note 

here that since a contra-propagation configuration is used, the range o f pump-probe 

delays over which the pump and probe pulses overlap inside the SOA corresponds to 

twice the length of the device divided by the velocity of light in the amplifier. A 

minimum is reached at B, where the pulses overlap at the input o f the SOA. This
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minimum can be expected, as it is at this delay that the pump has affected the entire 

length o f the SOA, with no time for any recovery before the probe arrives. After that 

point the pump leaves the SOA before the probe enters it and the device has started to 

recover before the arrival of the probe. As the delay is further increased the amplified 

probe signal will continue to increase and the recovery time of the device is monitored. 

Two components can be seen in the recovery of the probe transmission at positive 

delays. The fast component, between B and C, corresponds to the recovery of the gain 

compression due to carrier heating and spectral hole-burning by intraband carrier 

recombination while the slower recovery is associated with interband recombination 

[24]. As the pump pulse duration decreases the contribution of intraband effects to the 

gain compression increases and with picosecond pulsewidths we expect significant 

contributions of both interband and intraband effects [25]. Even though the timescales 

for the intraband effects (typically < 500 fs) carmot be resolved within the time 

resolution o f the 2.5ps pulses, the polarization dependence of the intra and interband 

dynamics can be determined by examining the relative contributions o f the fast and 

slow components to the probe transmission as a function of delay.

3.2 Coherent artefact

Under specific experimental conditions: very small steps o f delay line displacement, 

low pass filter discormected and no averaging at lock-in output, oscillations of the 

transmitted probe intensity can be observed near the delay corresponding to the 

maximum gain compression, when the pump and probe overlap at the input of the 

amplifier. These oscillations, shown on Figure 4, could be attributed to two different 

phenomena, the interference between the probe pulse and the pump pulse reflected at 

the SOA input facet or a coherent artefact.
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Figure 4. Variations in the lock-in amplifier fo r  co-polarised pump probe signals as a function  

o f  relative pump-probe delay.

A coherent artefact has been reported in experimental studies [12] and a theoretical 

analysis o f ultrafast pump probe experiments in SOAs predicts strong oscillatory 

structures in the probe signal [26]. The predicted oscillations are not due to direct 

interference but are a consequence of the coherent interaction of the pulses with the gain 

medium. They oscillate with half of the optical period and should still be observed with 

cross-polarised pump probe signals [26]. However this prediction is based on the 

assumption that linear states couple to the same bands, which is not strictly the case in 

our device where low coupling between cross-polarised beams are measured, as 

discussed below. While transitions for the TE and TM mode both involve the 

conduction band, the TE transitions involve mostly the heavy hole valence band and the 

TM transitions the light hole valence band. On the other hand interferences are not 

expected for cross-polarised signals and should oscillate at the optical period. 

Unfortunately the set-up used here does not have the mechanical stability necessary for 

interferometric precision measurements at 1580nm, however further investigation 

shows that the oscillations are still present with cross-polarised pump probe signals but 

with much lower amplitude, as can be seen on Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Oscillations o f  output probe signal near zero time 

delay in the co and cross-polarised cases.

Although this is consistent with a coherent interaction with the gain medium, 

interferences cannot be ruled out completely unless the pump and probe are cross 

linearly polarised along the eigen modes of the device. As discussed below, there is 

evidence o f interferences between probe pulse and pump reflections at the coupling 

lenses and at the output facet o f the device. The fact that the oscillations observed when 

pump and probe overlap at the SOA input have a much higher amplitude suggest that 

both interference and coherent artefact are present.

The oscillations are much localised over a small delay range and o f less than 2ps, 

furthermore they are only observed for specific experimental conditions that are 

different from the optimised conditions usually used (longer displacement steps, 

between 0.25ps and 0.5ps, low-pass filter with a long time constant and small averaging 

at the output). These optimised conditions are specifically chosen so as to reduce the 

noise without degrading the temporal response of the decays. Moreover with our contra- 

propagation set-up they are not observed on the recovery part o f the decay. Therefore 

the error introduced by the oscillatory structure remains small in typical experimental 

conditions.
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i.i Gain compression

Different gain compression parameters are measured, giving information on the relative 

importance of intraband and interband effects as a function of the input states of 

polarisation and injected pump energy. Figure 6 shows the three different gain 

compression parameters that are extracted from the transmission curves. The maximum 

gain compression, measured between A and B, is linked to the extinction ratio. The 

slow gain compression, measured between A and C, corresponds to the part of the 

signal recovering by slower interband effects. And the additional fast gain compression, 

measured by subtracting the slow gain compression from the maximum gain 

compression, corresponds to the part of the signal that recovers by faster intraband 

effects.
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Figure 6. Gain compression measurements definitions.

3.4 Timescales

Although the pulsewidth of 2.5ps used here does not allow resolving the different 

ultrafast dynamics involved and their time constants, their combined effects on the 

probe signal can be observed. Timescales can also be extracted from the transmission 

curves, as shown on Figure 7. We define the fa ll time (tf) as the 10% to 90% fall time 

between A and B, and the fast recovery time (tr) as the 10% to 90% rise time between B 

and C. The slow timescale cannot be measured directly due to limitations of the delay
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line displacement and is found by an exponential fit of the slow recovery recorded after 

C.
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Figure 7. Tirnescale measurements definitions. The decay is 

normalised between 0 fo r  no effect o f  the pump and -1 fo r  the 

maximum effect o f  the pump.

4. Injection along the eigen modes of the device

The pump and probe wavelength are set at 1580nm at the peak o f the SOA gain 

spectrum. The probe transmission is recorded as a function o f pump probe delay for a 

range o f pump pulse energies (6fJ-975fl), while the probe pulse energy is kept constant 

at 12fJ, below the gain saturation energy. The data are taken for the different 

combinations of probe and pump states o f polarisation [27], probe and pump TE 

polarised (TETE), probe and pump TM polarised (TMTM), probe TE pump TM 

(TETM) and probe TM pump TE (TMTE). As the pump and probe are set along the 

eigen modes of the device, they travel through it with their polarisation unchanged. 

Therefore in all cases the output polarizer is aligned with the input probe polarisation in 

order to reduce the noise due to the ASE. The legend of each figure gives the probe 

state o f polarization, followed by that of the pump.
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4.1. Input state o f  polarisation dependence

The resuhs for two values of the pump pulse energy can be seen on Figure 8 and show a 

clear dependence of the probe transmission on the input signals polarisation. As 

discussed before the oscillations [26] around Ops delay are only observed at negative 

delays and do not account for the polarization dependence of the gain compression as 

may be the case in co-propagation [12].
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Figure 8. Transmitted pump signals as a function o f  delay fo r  the different co and cross 

polarised cases. Eprobe=12fJ, (a) Epump=24fJ, (b) Epum p=732fJ.

At lower powers the onset o f the decrease in the probe transmission occurs at earlier 

time delays for the co-polarized pump and probe pulses due to the fact that the effect of 

the pump is greater and therefore it has to traverse less of the SOA to induce gain 

compression of the probe signal. An additional feature is observed around -30ps delay 

when the pump and probe pulses overlap close to the output facet of the SOA. It can 

also be noted that this feature is strongly polarisation dependent. For high pump powers 

there is an increase in the probe transmission in the TMTM case, whereas the feature is 

absent in the TETM case at all pump energies. Modelling is under way to study the 

origin of this effect, which most likely arises from modification of the carrier 

distribution along the device [28]. The depletion of carriers at a given position inside the 

device can lead to a decrease in the amount of ASE travelling from that position and 

thus increase the carrier density at other positions along the SOA.
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4.2 Pump pulse energy dependence

In all cases, the decrease in probe transmission gets larger as the pump energy is 

increased, as shown on Figure 9 to Figure 12. The additional feature observed at -30ps 

is mainly observed in the co-polarised cases and is power dependent. The device 

saturation can clearly be seen in the TMTM case. The fast recovery component is 

always present in TETE and can also be observed in TMTM, but in that case it gets 

smaller at higher pump energies. In the cross-polarised cases it is only observed at high 

pump energies and has smaller amplitude.
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4.3 Maximum gain compression
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Figure 13. Maximum gain compression as a function o f  pump 

pulse energy fo r  the different input polarization cases.

The maximum gain compression (measured between A and B) at zero time delay for 

each case is shown on Figure 13 as a function of pump energy. As the pump energy 

increases the gain compression increases, as would be expected from carrier depletion 

effects. At higher pump energies the gain compression stabilises in the co-polarised 

cases and starts to decrease in the cross-polarised cases. A higher gain compression is 

achieved by pumping and probing the same eigen mode. When pumping orthogonal to 

the probed mode, much higher pump energy is needed to reach the same gain 

compression. For the probe TM polarised, a gain compression of ~7dB can be achieved 

by either injecting a 24fJ TM polarised pump or a 732fJ TE polarised pump, giving a 

cross-gain compression coefficient of 3.3%. Similarly, for the probe TE polarised, a 

gain compression of ~2.5dB is obtained with a 12£J TE polarised pump or a 732fJ TM 

polarised pump, giving a cross-gain compression coefficient of 1.6%. Therefore cross

gain compression from one mode to the other is low, due to the low cross-saturation 

coefficient [29], but increases with pump energy. Cross-gain compression from TE 

(pump) to TM (probe) is higher than TM to TE.
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4.5 Fast component
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Figure 14. Additional fa st gain compression as a function o f  

pump pulse energy fo r  the different input polarization cases.

At lower pump energies the fast recovery component, due to intraband effects is only 

significant in the co-polarized cases, as shown on Figure 14. It can also be observed in 

the cross-polarized case at higher pump energy but its amplitude, is only significant in 

the TMTE case. The fast recovery dominates the probe transmission recovery for the 

TETE case, where only a small level of slow gain compression remains. A fast 

component is also evident for the TMTM case but there is a greater contribution of the 

slow gain compression in that case.

The fast recovery component is usually attributed to spectral hole burning and carrier 

heating effects and at 2.5ps pulsewidth carrier heating is the main contribution [25]. 

Carrier heating effects can have different sources [30]; injection heating is due to the 

injected carriers having a high energy in order to reach the active layer. It depends on 

bias current but not on pump probe time delay. Stimulated emission depletes (stimulated 

recombination) lower energy carriers in both the conduction and valence bands and 

leaves those with higher than average energy. Auger recombination, where the energy 

released during an electron-hole recombination is absorbed by another carrier, which is 

excited to a higher energy level. In InGaAsP, main Auger processes gives energy to 

valence band (CHHS, CHHL) and has been suggested as the main carrier heating 

mechanism in SOAs under continuous wave injection [31]. However the Auger
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recombination rate is proportional to the cube of the carrier density, thus decreasing 

quickly as the carrier density decreases, and this behaviour is not observed in the 

present experimental data. Free carrier absorption has also been suggested as the main 

mechanism of carrier heating [32], and in particular free hole absorption is a major 

contributor to free carrier absorption in InGaAsP [33], Another source o f carrier heating 

mentioned in earlier work is two-photon absorption [34], Although stimulated emission 

is the largest contributor, other carrier heating mechanisms, like free carrier absorption 

and TP A, result in the creation of high energy carriers and thus could contribute 

significantly to carrier heating, despite the lower probability o f them happening. Most 

work only takes into account carrier heating in the conduction band where it is 

independent of the direction optical polarization [29, 32], From the experimental data, 

the fast effect is mainly observed when pump and probe are co-polarised, i.e. when 

pump and probe interact with the same valence band. This shows that the fast recovery 

observed is mostly due to hot hole recombination, as hot electron would have the same 

effect in the cross-polarised cases. At higher power the fast gain compression is higher 

for TMTE than TETM due to the role of light holes in both TE and TM transitions as is 

also the case for the slow gain compression. Fast gain compression values are close for 

TETE and TMTM cases. TETE seems slightly larger by about IdB but this is within the 

resolution o f the experiment at these low transmission values. However the maximum 

gain compression was higher in the TMTM case, meaning that a smaller proportion of 

carrier density has recovered by carrier cooling than in the TETE case. This is 

consistent with a lower density of states of the light hole valence band, as scattering is 

not as important as in the heavy hole valence band. It could also be attributed to the role 

o f LO phonons in light hole recombination, while heavy holes tend to cool by acoustic 

phonon scattering [35]. LO phonon emission happens with a timescale o f the order of 

lOOfs while acoustic phonon scattering happens on a longer timescale. As the pulse 

duration used in the experiment is 2.5ps, carrier recombination happening with a lOOfs 

timescale may not be observed. Picosecond dynamics have been attributed to 

nonthermal heavy holes in previous work performed in the femtosecond regime [35].

4.4 Slow gain compression

Considering now the slow gain compression, Figure 15, different behaviors are 

observed for each pump probe polarization combination. The discrepancy between the
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TM mode gain compression and the TE mode gain compression is most likely due to 

strain effects [36, 37] . This is commonly present in heterostructures, even for a 

negligible lattice mismatch [36] and has the consequence of removing the degeneracy of 

the light and heavy hole valence bands. The transitions associated with TE and TM 

modes are different [38] with TM transitions involving light holes while TE transitions 

involve a mixture of light (25%) and heavy (75%) holes [2]. As a consequence in all 

cases an increase in gain compression with pump energy is observed, as the conduction 

band is depleted by the pump, whatever its polarization may be. However the amount of 

gain compression differs due to the different transitions involved for each eigen mode 

from the conduction band to the heavy hole and light hole valence bands.
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Figure 15. Slow gain compression as a function o f  pump 

pulse energy fo r  the different input polarization cases.

In the co-polarised cases, the pump signal depletes the carriers by the same transitions 

used for probe amplification. The slow gain compression is much higher in the TM 

mode than in TE mode. As can be seen on Figure 15, the pump energy needed to reach 

the same gain compression is lower for TM than for TE, this is consistent with the 

carrier density o f the heavy holes valence band (TE) being higher than that o f the light 

holes (TM). The TM slow gain compression reaches a constant value o f 7dB above 

400fJ pump energy while the TE slow gain compression keeps increasing slowly whh 

pump energy but only reaches 2.8dB. One possible explanation is that the saturation is
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mainly experienced by the light hole valence band so in the TMTM case a high gain 

compression occurs whereas in the TETE case the saturation only affects 25% of the 

transitions, and while both conduction band and heavy hole band are also depleted, 

enough carriers remain for signal amplification.

In the cross-polarised cases, a greater cross saturation effect from TE (pump) to TM 

(probe) than TM to TE is observed. The TE transitions involve mainly heavy holes but 

also 25% light holes which can lead to a significant reduction o f light hole 

concentration at high pump powers, and a decrease in the TM probe gain. On the other 

hand the decrease in light hole concentration due to a TM pump will only concern at 

most 25% of the holes associated with the TE probe transitions.

For a given probe polarisation, we expect a higher gain compression in the co-polarised 

case than in the cross-polarised case. As can be seen for the TM probe, the slow gain 

compression is always higher when pumping in TM than in TE, the difference increases 

rapidly with the pump energy as the light holes are quickly depleted by the TM pump. 

The difference then decreases after saturation of the light hole valence band is reached 

for the pump TM polarised but not for the TE polarised where only a minority of the 

transitions involve the light hole valence band. However the behaviour observed when 

the probe is TE polarised is different, the slow gain compression reached with a pump 

TE or TM polarised are very similar, suggesting again that the gain compression due to 

interband effects is dominated by the saturation of the light hole valence band consistent 

with a lower carrier density. At low input pump energies the slow gain compression is 

higher for TETM than TETE, as the light holes are depleted by the TM pump while the 

TE pump energy is not high enough to deplete significantly the light hole valence 

bands. As the pump power is increased, both the TE and TM pumps saturate the light 

hole valence band, reaching the same gain compression. But unlike for the TM pump 

case, the slow gain compression then keeps slowly increasing when the pump is TE 

polarised as the number of carriers depleted by transitions between conduction band 

heavy hole valence band increases.
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4.6 Timescales

The fall time corresponds to the pump and probe pulses overlapping inside the SOA and 

is shown on Figure 16. At lower input pulse power, the difference between the co

polarized cases is due to the additional feature observed at -30ps. While the TETE 

decay curves show a decrease in transmission the TMTM signal increases so that the 

point at which the transmission has decreased by 10% happens at earlier time delays in 

TETE than in TMTM. In all cases, the difference in fall times is mainly due to the 

polarization dependence of the onset of the gain compression. Both cross-polarized 

cases exhibit lower fall times than the co-polarized case at lower pump energies because 

the pump pulse has to travel through a longer distance in the SOA in order to have an 

effect on the probe transmission. Similarly the fall time of the TETM is shorter than the 

TMTE due to the TE pump affecting more of the TM transitions. At higher pump 

energies the fall time stabilizes around 22ps, except in the TETM case where the probe 

is less affected by the pump and fluctuations are observed.
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Figure 16. Average fa ll time as a function o f  pump pulse 

energy fo r  co and cross polarised cases.

Figure 17 shows the fast recovery time for the co-polarised cases where the fast 

component represents a significant part of the device recovery. The fast recovery time
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increases with pump energy and is slightly lower in TM than in TE, with a minimum of 

4.4ps at 6fJ in TM and a maximum of 7.2ps at 975fl in TE. The dependence of the gain 

recovery on pulse energy does not necessarily mean a change in the time constants of 

the intraband effects as the gain recovery dynamics also depend on the amount o f gain 

compression [1]. Comparing Figure 13 and Figure 17, it can be seen that the range of 

energies over which the fast recovery time increases corresponds to the increase in gain 

compression. As the fast component corresponds to a convolution of the fast and slower 

effects and the slow timescale measured in the TETE case is slightly higher than in the 

TMTM, a slightly slower fast recovery time in TETE can be expected even for equal 

time constants of the intraband effects.
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Figure 17. Fast recovery time as a function o f  pump pulse 

energy fo r  co-polarised cases.

The slow timescale decreases rapidly with energy at low pump energies and stabilises 

above 200fJ to values between lOOps to 300ps depending on pump and probe 

polarisation. A decrease of the recovery time with injected optical power has been 

observed by other groups [19, 39] and attributed to the effect o f the ASE on gain 

dynamics. The trend for the slow timescale follows the opposite trend o f the slow gain 

compression (Figure 15). At lower pump energies, around lOOfJ, the TMTM has the 

highest slow gain compression and the shortest slow timescale, while the other cases 

have similar gain compression and slow timescale. At higher pump powers, above
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700fJ, the slow gain compression increases from TETM to TETE to TMTE to TMTM 

while the slow timescale decreases in the same order.
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Figure 18. Slow recovery time as a function o f  pump pulse 

energy fo r  different pump and probe input states o f  

polarization.

4.7 Implications for gain switching

For gain switching applications the polarisation dependence of the cross gain 

modulation has to be taken into account. The pump and probe beams are generally set 

along the eigen modes o f the device and travel through it with their polarisation 

unchanged. However as was discussed above the performance of the switch would be 

greatly affected by the state of polarisation of the input signals. It is obvious from 

Figure 14 that the co-polarised configuration is most interesting with a faster component 

present even at lower pump energies and a higher gain compression. Although the 

TMTM case displays a higher total gain compression and would therefore give a higher 

extinction ratio it is dominated by the slower interband effects. Therefore under our 

experimental conditions pumping and probing along the TE mode would give the best 

performances for ultrafast gain switching.
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5. Injection at 45°

As discussed before the dynamic behaviour for the four different cases where light is 

injected along the eigen modes of the device is polarization dependent, while the probe 

polarization remains unchanged. For polarization switching the probe input state of 

polarization is usually set around 45° orientation so that it is altered as the signal travels 

through the SOA. In this section the dynamics are studied for signals linearly polarized 

at 45° (and -45°) orientation so that the same amount o f power is injected in each mode. 

Since a contra-propagation configuration is used the cross-polarised case is probe 45°, 

pump 45° while probe 45° and pump -45° is co-polarised. The co/cross polarization 

only refers to input signals since the states of polarization vary with time delay and 

position inside the SOA. Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the decays recorded for a range 

of input pump pulse energies. Clearly the effect of the pump on the probe transmission 

is different in the co and cross polarised cases, with a stronger depletion in the cross

polarised case. This result is unexpected, since half the signal power is injected along 

each eigen mode, one could expect a similar combination of the TE and TM dynamics 

for injection at 45° or -45°. In fact, as the polarization of the input beams changes from 

linear to elliptical due to gain and birefringence effects, the photons acquire angular 

momentum, thus affecting the transitions probabilities [40].
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Figure 19. Decay curves o f  the cross-polarised case probe and 

pump linear at 45° fo r  different values o f  pump pulse energies 

(6fJ-975fJ).
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Figure 20. Decay curves o f  the co-polarised case probe linear 

45° and pump linear at -45° fo r different values o f  pump pulse 

energies (6fJ-975fJ).
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5.1 Gain compression

The maximum gain compression, shown on Figure 21, increases rapidly with pump 

energy in the cross-polarised case and stabilises around lOdB, while it stays almost 

constant at 4dB in the co-polarised case. Looking at the contribution of interband and 

intraband effects, Figure 23 and Figure 24, the gain compression is always larger in the 

cross-polarised case. The slow gain compression increases with pump energy, due to 

carrier depletion, while the additional fast gain compression decreases slightly. In both 

cases, pumping at 45° and -45°, intraband effects and interband effects contribute 

similarly to the gain compression without one dominating it.
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Figure 21. Maximum gain compression as a function o f  pump 

pulse energy, probe linearly polarised at 45°, pump linearly 

polarised at 45° and -45°.

Comparing these results with those obtained for light injected along the eigen modes of 

the device, the cross-polarised case (probe 45°, pump 45°) shows maximum and fast 

gain compression values similar to the co-polarised cases (TETE and TMTM) and slow 

gain compression values close to the TMTM case. The co-polarised (probe 45°, pump - 

45°) maximum gain compression values are closer to the TETM and TMTE cross

polarised cases, while the slow gain compression is closer to the TE polarised probe
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data (TETE and TETM) and the fast component is present even at low  pump energies, 

as was the case for TETE and TMTM but with a lower amplitude.

It has been shown [35] that when circular states o f  polarization are used in a pump 

probe experiment the spin systems become decoupled and the allowed transitions 

depend on the photon spin o f  the pump and probe signals. Therefore different gain 

compressions are expected for co-circular and counter-circular configurations.

(a) Co-c i rcu lar

E(k)

HHJz=±3/2

LH

(b) Counler-circLilar

E(k)
CB

HH

LH

Figure 22. Band structure diagram including the conduction band (CB), heavy hole (HH) and 

light hole (LH) bands. Direct transitions fo r  pump and probe signals fo r  (a) the co-circular and 

(b) counter-circular pump probe configurations.

If both pump and probe are circularly polarised with a photon spin +1 the transitions 

bleached by the pump signal are the same as the ones used for probe amplification, as 

shown on Figure 22 (a). In the co-circular case, both the light hole (Jz==±'/2 ) and the 

electron populations (Szih=+‘/ 2) involved in the probe gain compression are depleted by 

the conduction band to light hole band transitions o f  the pump. As can be seen on 

Figure 22 (b), in the counter-circular case, pump circularly polarised with a photon spin 

-1 and probe with a photon spin +1, the transitions affected by the pump are different 

from those used for probe amplification. Therefore a higher gain compression is 

expected in the co-circular case than in the counter-circular case.
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In our case the state o f polarisation of both pump and probe change at they travel 

through the SOA, thus at different positions inside the device we have different 

combinations o f co-polarised, cross-polarised, circular and elliptical polarizations. The 

experimental data suggest that in the cross-polarised case, probe and pump at 45°, the 

elliptical states of polarisation of the probe and pump tend to rotate co-circularly while 

in the co-polarised case, probe 45° pump -45° they tend to rotate counter-circularly. 

Therefore in addition to the combination of the TE and TM dynamic behaviour, a 

contribution due to angular momentum is observed when injecting at 45.
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Figure 23. Slow gain compression as a function o f  pump 

pulse energy, probe linearly polarized at 45°, pump linearly 

polarized at 45° and -45°.
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Figure 24. Additional fa st gain compression as a function o f  

pump pulse energy, probe linearly polarized at 45°, pump 

linearly polarized at 45° and -45°.

5.2 Timescales

As can be seen on Figure 25 the fall time for both cases does not vary much with pump 

energy and is slightly longer when probe and pump are cross-polarised, around 27ps 

than when they are co-polarised, around 23ps. This is consistent with the cross

polarised case having more of an effect on the waveguide so that the pump has to travel 

a shorter distance inside the device in order to change the probe transmission.
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Figure 25. Average fa ll time as a function o f  pump energy, 

probe 4 5 °pump 45° and -45°

The fast recovery time, shown on Figure 26, also stays constant as the pump energy is 

increased. It is shorter in the cross-polarised (probe and pump 45°) case than in the co

polarised case, at about 2.5ps and 4.5ps respectively. The 4.5ps fast recovery time 

corresponds to additional fast gain compression values close to what is observed at low 

pump energy when injecting along the eigen modes of the device. However 2.5ps is 

lower than any timescale measured in the previous experiment. As this corresponds to 

the pulsewidth used in the experiment it could actually be an even faster component that 

we are unable to resolve. One example would be the role o f LO phonons in light hole 

recombination, but at 45° injection the slower contribution o f heavy hole recombination 

is still expected. Unlike the difference between the TETE and TMTM fast recovery 

times, it cannot be explained by the convolution with the slow timescale.

As was the case when injecting along the eigen modes of the device, the slow timescale, 

shown on Figure 27, decrease rapidly with pump energy and reaches a steady state 

value of about 200ps at 122fJ for both co and cross-polarised configurations.
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Figure 26. Fast recovery time as a function o f input pump 

energy, probe linearly polarized at 45^, pump 45^ and -45^.
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Figure 27. Slow timescale as a function o f pump energy for  

probe linearly polarized at 45° and pump at 45° and -45°.
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6. Conclusion

The free space contra-propagation configuration allows us to study the polarization 

resolved dynamics o f the device under test. A series of pump-probe experiments were 

performed, with co or cross polarised pulses, injecting light polarised along the eigen 

modes o f the device and linearly polarised at 45°. From the transmission of the probe 

pulse as a function of delay, it was possible to observe the fast and slow recovery 

components o f the gain compression. The gain compression was found to be dependent 

on the pump and probe state of polarisation and pump pulse energy. When injecting 

along the eigen modes o f the device, the cross-polarised data are dominated by 

interband effects and show a low cross gain saturation effect between the modes. The 

maximum gain compression was found to be higher for the TMTM case but with a 

larger contribution of the slow gain compression than the TETE case. It follows that the 

prevalence of the fast intraband effects in the TETE case shows the highest potential for 

ultrafast all-optical gain switching. In order to assess the potential for polarization 

switching, the device recovery when injecting light at 45° was studied. The gain 

compression and timescales were found to be dependent on the pump polarization (45° 

or -45°) due to the presence o f rotating fields in these cases. The shorter fast recovery 

time around 2.5ps and higher gain compression measured in the cross-polarised case, 

probe 45° pump 45°, make it the most promising configuration for all-optical 

polarisation switching. Although no direct polarisation measurements are performed in 

these experiments, some information concerning the birefringence is always present in 

the gain measurements of the device [12, 41, 42].
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CHAPTER 6 :

DYNAMICS OF NONLINEAR POLARISATION ROTATION

L Introduction

A study o f the polarisation dependent dynamics was performed in the previous chapter 

discussing the different behaviours observed when injecting light polarised along the 

eigen modes o f the device or linear with a 45° orientation, both in the co and cross

polarised cases. While the attention was on the underlying physics o f  the device and 

gain effects, this chapter focuses on the change in the probe state o f polarisation due to 

the injection o f  the pump as well as the dynamics o f this change. To this end 

polarisation dependent detection is used, where a polarizer is placed in front o f the 

detector. Firstly the cross-polarised cases o f light polarised along the eigen modes o f the 

device are studied as these are most commonly used by other authors [1-3] and rotation 

o f  the eigen axes is investigated. We then focus on the 45° injection, where a change in 

the state o f  polarisation is expected from the measurements performed with continuous 

laser beams, and also showed the best potential for polarisation switching in the 

previous chapter.

2. Experimental set-up

The set-up used for the following experiments has a free space contra-propagation 

configuration similar to the one used in the previous chapter. The pulsed input is 

provided by the femtosecond laser providing a 2.5ps pulsewidth and the same device is 

used, with the temperature set at 20°. In order to avoid the change o f polarisation due to 

the reflection o f the output probe beam at the beamsplitter, the location o f the detection 

o f  the output probe signal is modified. The beamsplitter previously used to separate 

output probe signals and input pump signals is moved back and used to replace the 

mirror closest to the SOA output, as shown on Figure 1, and the output probe is 

monitored after transmission through that beamsplitter.
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Figure 1. Set-up modified fo r  polarisation dependent detection

The analogue lock-in amplifier is also replaced by a digital one. For very low input 

signals it was found to give better output stability and also has the capacity for direct 

phase measurements.

3. Polarization resolved decays

A polarizer is placed in front o f the photodiode and the decays are recorded as a 

function o f its orientation for different pump and probe states o f polarisation 

combinations. The polarizer orientation or angle refers to the angle between the 

polarising axis and the horizontal (or TE) direction. The results are shown on Figure 2 

to Figure 13 for the cross-polarised cases TETM and TMTE as well as probe and pump 

linearly polarised at 45°. The probe has a low energy, 12fJ, below saturation. The 

measurements are taken for both low pump energy, 12fJ, and high pump energy, 875fJ. 

As can be seen on Figure 2, the levels measured at more negative delays, when the SOA 

is not affected by the pump, are strongly dependent on polarizer orientation. As this 

level is used to express the decays as transmission values and in order not to lose any 

information, both the direct measured output and the transmission curves are given.
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3.1 Eigen modes o f the device: cross-polarised cases

Considering first the case o f probe and pump cross-polarised along the eigen modes o f 

the device. A number o f common features are observed on the polarisation dependent 

decays. Looking for instance at the low pumping condition Figure 2, probe TM and 

pump TE. As expected the output signal is largest when polarizer and probe input 

polarisation are collinear. A faster component, which is absent at low pump energies 

when the polarizer is aligned with the input probe polarisation, can now be seen when 

the polarizer is oriented at least 45° away from the probe. Also in some cases, for 

TMTE with the polarizer set at 0° and 15°, i.e. with the output polarizer and input probe 

almost crossed, this fast component corresponds to an increase o f  the output level 

instead o f the gain compression expected. This could be attributed to transfer o f  energy 

from one mode to the other. While a more in depth analysis is needed to understand the 

exact origin o f  the effect it shows potential for high speed non-inverted switching. This 

is especially true in the TETM case with a low pump and polarizer oriented at 60°, as 

can be seen on the transmission curve Figure 7. The large change observed there when 

rotating the polarizer from 60° to 45° could be explained by a small rotation o f the 

output polarisation. If the output probe polarisation has an orientation just above 45° at 

negative delay and close to 60° around zero delay then the rotation would be detected as 

a decrease in transmission when the polarizer is set at 45° and an increase when set at - 

60°. However such output states o f polarisation are not expected when injecting along 

the eigen modes o f the device. It is more likely that both the probe signal and the ASE 

reach a minimum at Ops time delay. In the TETM case, no fast component are observed 

when no polarizer are present at the output because, as discussed in the previous 

chapter, the carrier heating mainly takes place in the light hole valence band, affecting 

only a minority o f the probe transitions. But it may be possible to observe the carrier 

heating effect by detecting part o f the ASE generated along the TM mode, as it is 

probably affected by the light hole depletion due to the TM polarised pump. Although 

in that case a decrease in ASE is expected while the fast components observed in the 

decays correspond to either an increase or a decrease in the signal depending on the 

polarizer orientation.
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At higher pump energy, Figure 5 and Figure 9, a great diversity o f  shape is observed in 

the decays, with the transmission increasing or decreasing as a function o f  time delay, 

depending on the polarizer angle. Several minima or maxima can be reached by the 

same decay, with values going negative in some cases. Although the changes seem quite 

dramatic when looking at the transmission curves, they actually correspond to low 

output levels, as can be seen on Figure 4 and Figure 8. At these low levels, where most 

o f the output probe signal is cut-off by the polarizer, the noise due to the amplified 

spontaneous emission (ASE) could also become significant and contribute to the 

measured decays. While most o f the noise due to ASE is suppressed by the lock-in 

detection, a small part o f it is modulated by the chopped probe signal. The modulated 

ASE is extremely low since the input probe energy is kept as small as possible, well 

under the device saturation energy. However it is modulated at the reference frequency 

used, which makes it impossible to suppress by lock-in detection. As the ASE is largely 

unpolarised, some will be transmitted through the polarizer no matter what its 

orientation may be, unlike the output probe signal, which is likely to be linearly 

polarised and as such can be blocked by the polarizer.
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Figure 2. Output probe intensity as a function o f  pump probe delay, 
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Figure 8. Output probe intensity as a function o f  pump probe delay, 
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3.2 Injection at 45°

In contrast with the previous data where light was injected along the eigen modes o f the 

SOA, the decays measured for injection o f signal polarised linearly at 45° do not present 

much variety o f behaviour. A significant signal is recorded for each polarizer 

orientation, without having to adjust the sensitivity o f the lock-in detection. As can be 

seen on Figure 10 to Figure 13, a decrease in transmission is experienced in all cases, 

followed by gain recovery at positive delays. The minimum transmission however is 

strongly dependent on the output polarizer angle, especially in the low pumping case 

(Figure 11) where the transmission varies from 0.5 for polarizer at 0° to 0 for polarizer 

oriented between 60° and 90°. Considering the maximum gain compression measured 

without polarizer in chapter 5, about 7dB at low pump energy and lOdB at higher 

pumping, this variation can be attributed to a change in output probe state o f 

polarisation with time delay. The same can be observed at higher pump energy but to a 

lesser extent because o f the predominance o f the gain compression in that case. Also o f 

great interest for ultrafast polarisation switching is the importance o f the fast recovering 

transmission measured at low pump energy, which is strongly dependent on polarizer 

orientation, going from almost non-existent for polarizer at 0° to dominant for polarizer 

at 60° to 90°. At low pump energy and polarizer at angles above 45° the slow gain 

compression, from chapter 5 about 2dB, is compensated for by the change in probe 

polarisation and no slow recovery is observed. With the polarizer at 75° and 90° the 

transmission after the fast recovery even reaches a level slightly higher than it was when 

the pump had no effect. Finally compared to the high pumping case, the perturbation o f 

the probe transmission is more gradual for low pump energy at more negative delays. 

As can be seen on Figure 11, at more negative delays the output probe signal decreases 

slowly with time delay (around -40ps) while a large perturbation is recorded in the high 

pump energy case. Figure 13, with the signal increasing or decreasing depending on 

polarizer angle, due to the additional polarisation dependent feature present when pump 

and probe overlap close to the output o f the SOA.
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At low pump energy the decrease in transmission is then steeper when approaching zero 

delay. This combined with the dominant fast recovery and high extinction ratio for 

polarizer orientations above 45° shows a greater potential o f the low pump energy case 

for ultrafast polarisation switching. For comparison, the shortest time taken for the 

transmission to decrease from 0.5 to zero and increase back to 0.5 is less than lOps for 

low pump against about 25ps with high pump.

4. Intensity dependence on polarizer orientation

In order to try to extract the state o f  polarisation o f the output probe from the decays, 

the output level at different pump probe delays is plotted as a function o f the polarizer 

orientation for each case, as shown on Figure 14. Four different delays are considered, - 

75ps where the pump has no effect on the probe, -40ps where pump and probe overlap 

at the input o f  the SOA, Ops at maximum effect o f the pump, and finally during the slow 

recovery at -25ps.

Considering first the 45° injection condition. Figure 14 (e) and (f), the maximum 

variation o f the intensity with polarizer angle is about 50% showing that the output 

probe signal has a high ellipticity. This is observed at all pump probe delays except Ops, 

where the intensity reaches zero. Two different conditions can cause a zero 

transmission: a linear state o f polarisation oriented at 90° with the polarizer angle or 

large carrier depletion due to the pump. Considering that the decays measured without 

polarizer in chapter 5 did not reach zero transmission and that, as can be seen on Figure 

14, the transmission stays constant for different values o f polarizer angle, both gain 

compression and change in polarisation play a part in the high extinction ratio. At low 

pump energy the variation in intensity with polarizer angle seems noisy. The order o f 

the data taken at different time delays does not change much with polarizer orientation: 

values measured at -75ps are the highest, with -40ps and 25ps data close to one another 

and Ops data much lower. This is similar to what was measured without polarizer in 

chapter 5, due to the gain compression only. The probe state o f polarisation and how it 

changes as a function o f pump probe delay is unclear in this case.
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At high pump energy the curves look much smoother. The Ops data are much lower than 

the others and the 25ps are always lower than the -75ps due to the slow recovery o f  the 

transmission. The -40ps are higher than the 25ps ones, close to the -75ps data for 

polarizer angles 0° to 30° but reaching higher values for polarizer angles from 45° to 

90°. This variation corresponds to the polarisation dependent feature observed when 

pump and probe pulses overlap close to the output o f  the SOA. While no dramatic 

change in probe polarisation is observed, more data points are needed for a better 

assessment o f  the states o f polarisation, showing at least a maximum and a minimum 

transm ission through the polarizer, as will be shown later.

As far as injection along the eigen modes o f the device is concerned, as shown on 

Figure 14 (a) to (d), when the polarizer and probe input polarisation have close 

orientations the values at -75ps, -40ps and 25ps tend to be close while the Ops data are 

lower due to gain compression. When the difference in orientation is between 60° and 

90°, the Ops data have a higher intensity than other delays in the low pumping cases and 

become similar to other delays in the high pumping cases. As expected, in all cases the 

intensity is highest when polarizer and probe input polarisation have same orientation. 

However a minimum is then reached 45° to 60° away from input probe orientation and 

the intensity increases again as the polarizer is rotated towards an orientation 90° away 

from the input probe, where all light is expected to be blocked.

For light polarized along the eigen modes o f the device, the output probe is expected to 

be linearly polarised and M alus’s law applies [4], In that case the output intensity after 

the polarizer can easily be predicted. If the polarising axis makes an angle (j) with the 

linear polarisation orientation, the input signal, can be resolved into two components o f 

same absolute phase cpo, one parallel to the polarising axis, E//, and the other 

perpendicular, E-l:

E = Ecos(p.s'm(wt -  kz + (Pf )̂i 

= E  sin (p. sin(w/ - k z  + q)^)]

Where E is the amplitude o f the electric field, w is the optical frequency, k the wave 

number, i the unit vector along the polarising axis and y the unit vector perpendicular to 

it. Only the parallel component, with amplitude E cos (j), is transmitted through the
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polarizer. Since the intensity o f an electromagnetic wave is proportional to the square o f 

its amplitude, the intensity o f the signal transmitted through the polarizer. I, is:

t  = ^max cos' (t>

Where Imax is the maximum intensity o f  transmitted light (at (t>=0).

Therefore as the polarizer is rotated the intensity varies with a period o f  180°. This is 

clearly not the case on Figure 14 (a) to (d), where the angle between the maximum and 

minimum transmissions is close to 45° instead o f  the 90° expected. This relationship 

only holds for linearly polarized light and a different behaviour for elliptically polarised 

light or in the presence o f unpolarised light can be expected. However for elliptically 

polarised light the period o f the transmitted intensity versus polarizer angle remains the 

same, as discussed below, h  follows that more experimental data points are needed for a 

better characterization o f the output polarisation, at least over a polarizer rotation o f 

180°, as will be discussed later.

5. Influence of modulated amplified spontaneous emission

The unexpected behaviour observed in the previous decays, with signal transmission 

increasing when gain compression occurs and negative values recorded , comes from 

the noise due to the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). As discussed previously the 

average power o f the output probe signal is very low compared to the ASE and an 

interference filter as well as a lock-in detection technique are used to retrieve the signal. 

However a small part o f the ASE is modulated by the chopped probe and therefore has 

same frequency. As such it cannot be differentiated by the lock-in amplifier. The 

problem arising when probe signal is low is mostly due to the phase sensitive detector 

o f the lock-in amplifier. In fact as the probe signal is blocked by the polarizer, the 

modulated ASE signal can become dominant.

5.1 Phase sensitive detector

In a phase sensitive detector, a switching amplifier is used as a synchronous detector 

and a 2-state switch is controlled electronically from the reference voltage [5]. When 

the signal is in phase with the reference, rectification is achieved and a dc voltage
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proportional to the signal amplitude can be measured after the low-pass filter, as shown 

on Figure 15.

(b)
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Figure 15. Phase sensitive detector: (a) diagram (b) signal rectification.

The phase o f the reference signal is adjusted with a phase shifter so as to maximise the 

output signal. When the chopper lets light through (B>0) the output probe signal 

increases while the ASE signal decreases due to carrier depletion. Effectively in this 

experiment, instead o f  the sinusoidal signal showed on Figure 15 (b) the input A has 

two components out o f  phase with each other. One corresponds to the probe output. It 

has much higher intensity before the polarizer but can be blocked by it if  it is linearly 

polarised. The other corresponds to the modulated ASE. While its intensity is very low, 

it is largely unpolarised and thus cannot be totally blocked by the polarizer. Therefore 

when the probe signal is linearly polarised or close to it, as is the case when injected 

along the eigen modes o f  the device, and almost completely blocked by the polarizer, a 

signal corresponding to the modulated ASE is detected. If, as was the case when 

measuring the previous decays, this signal is used to set the phase and maximise the 

lock-in output, the reference is set out o f  phase with the signal o f interest (the output 

probe signal) since the ASE is higher when the chopper blocks the light. In that case an 

increase o f the ASE or a decrease o f  the probe signal both results in an increase in the 

lock-in output. However if  the signals have similar amplitudes then the phase could be 

set to any value and the meaning o f  the lock-in output becomes quite unclear. This 

could explain the rise observed in 3.1 when injecting along the eigen modes and 

blocking most o f the output probe with the polarizer. Therefore the phase should always
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be maximized using the signal o f  interest, in this case the probe output, when it is the 

dominant signal. Another consequence is that when setting the reference in phase with 

the probe signal, the output voltage will become negative when the modulated ASE 

becomes higher than the probe signal.

5.2 Phase measurements

The digital lock-in amplifier used here can give a direct measurement o f  the phase 

difference between the input and reference signals. It is important to stress here that the 

phase set when optimizing the output signal is always kept constant, as is the phase oh 

the chopped input probe signal. What actually varies is the phase o f the combined 

modulated ASE signal and the ouput probe signal. Figure 16 (a) shows both the 

amplitude and phase measured when injecting light along the TE mode and rotating the 

output polarizer. The phase is maximised once, when the probe signal is maximum, and 

the measurements are taken when the pump has no effect on the probe.
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Figure 16. Probe signal as a function o f  polarizer angle, (a) Lock-in amplifier output 

phase and voltage, phase adjusted once at maximum transmitted probe as used fo r  

following polar plots measurements , (b) lock-in amplifier output voltage, phase 

adjusted to maximise signal fo r  each data points as used fo r  previous decay 

measurements.

As the polarizer is rotated from 0° to 50° the phase stays constant and close to zero i.e. 

the reference and input signals are in phase. Between polarizer orientations o f  60° to 

120°, the output o f the lock-in is negative and the phase changes from 0° to -180° and
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back. This shows a competition of the output probe and modulated ASE signals and the 

negative output reflects the fact that now when the chopper lets the light through, a 

decrease of the total input signal is registered by the amplifier. The presence of the 

modulated ASE results in a negative offset in the lock-in output. This is not the case 

when the phase is adjusted in order to maximise the signal for each data points as Figure 

16 (b) shows. This is the procedure that was used when measuring the decays, here the 

output voltage stays positive but does not always correspond to the output probe signal 

anymore. When the negative offset is subtracted from the measured data points and 

values are normalised in order to compare the behaviour with Malus’s law, a good 

agreement is achieved, as can be seen on Figure 17 (a). Here for TE polarised probe a 

small rotation of 2° is present. However as information is contained in both in minimum 

and maximum intensity values, only the direct measurements are given in the following 

results.
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Figure 17. (a) comparison between corrected measured data points and M alus’s law, 

(b) Lock-in phase measurement as a function o f  pump probe delay.

In order to check the effect o f the general gain compression on the phase measured by 

the lock-in amplifier, a scan is taken for the TETE case with high pump energy. Figure 

16 (b) shows the phase measured by the lock-in amplifier as a function o f the pump 

probe delay. Clearly the phase stays constant at 0° except near to zero delay, where the 

probe signal is the lowest, the modulated ASE signal becomes significant and both 

interference patterns and coherent artefacts were observed. Clearly the phase should be 

optimised at delays away from this high gain compression region as well as at high 

probe transmission through the output polarizer.
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6. Change of polarization 

6.1 Polar plots

For a better assessment o f the states o f polarisation o f the output probe, its intensity is 

again recorded as a function o f the orientation o f the polarizer placed in front o f the 

detector. This time however the pump probe delay is fixed and the polarizer rotated over 

360° in steps o f 10°. Sets o f data are measured at six different values o f  delay, as shown 

on Figure 18: A before the pump has an effect on the probe, B when pump and probe 

overlap at the output o f the SOA, C as pump and probe pulses overlap inside the device 

but before the perturbations due to the modulated ASE signal and the oscillations, D 

during the fast recovery, E just after the fast recovery and F during the slow recovery. 

No measurements can be taken at minimum transmission because o f oscillations due to 

the modulated ASE signal and to the coherent artefact.
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Figure 18. Positions o f  data points.

In the general case the output o f the polarizer can be predicted [4] for any input 

polarisation multiplying the Stokes vector o f  the input and the M ueller matrix o f  a 

polarizer. Figure 19 shows examples o f calculated output intensity for different input 

polarisation, both as a regular graph and as polar plots. The Stoke vectors used were 

normalised (So=l). The XY graph is more easily used to measure rotations while the 

polar plots give a more graphic representation o f  the state o f polarisation. While 

calculating the output Stoke vector is straightforward, finding the exact input 

polarisation is not as easy because the variation o f the intensity are also influenced by
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the change in total intensity and the offset due to the ASE. Nevertheless the polar plots 

give valuable information on the probe output polarisation and how it is changing with 

pump probe delay.
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Figure 19. Calculated polarizer output intensity as a function o f  polarizer orientation

for different input polarisations.

6.2 Rotation o f eigen axes

Firstly the rotation o f the eigen modes o f  the device is investigated. The probe is TE 

polarised with a pulse energy o f 12fJ and the polar plots are measured for pump TM 

with 12fJ and 875fJ pulse energy, and pump TE with 875fJ pulse energy, as shown on 

Figure 20 to Figure 22. A small rotation can be seen, always less than 10°, far too low to 

be used for polarisation switching. The polarisation o f the probe remains almost 

unchanged, linear and close to 0° orientation, for all pumping conditions and pump 

probe delays. The decrease in intensity can be attributed to the gain compression and it 

is greater at high pump energies. In both co-polarised and cross polarised cases the state 

o f polarisation remains largely unchanged as the time delay and pump energy are 

varied, with a rotation lower than 10°.
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Figure 20. Output intensity as a function o f  polarizer angle, 
probe TE, 12 fJ  and pump TM, 12fJ.
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Figure 21. Output intensity as a function o f  polarizer angle, 
probe TE, 12fJ and pump TM, 875fJ.
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Figure 22. Output intensity as a function ofpolarizer angle, 
probe TE, 12fJ and pump TE, 875fJ.

6.3 Polarisation switching

For polarisation switching the combined effects of the polarisation dependent gain 

compression and the change of the probe state of polarisation have to be taken into 

account. In the pump probe configuration used here, the probe polarisation should not 

be set along the eigen modes of the device if polarisation switching is to be achieved as 

the polarisation remains largely unchanged in this case, as discussed above. In order to 

assess the potential of our set-up for polarisation switching the pump and probe 

polarisation are set at 45° with a low probe pulse energy of 12fJ and two different 

values o f pump energy, 12fJ and 8750. This corresponds to the cross-polarised case, 

which was found to be the most promising in the previous chapter. The output probe 

intensity is then measured as a function o f the output polarizer orientation at different 

positions of the delay line. This allows us to monitor the change in output probe 

polarisation as a function of pump-probe delay.
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Figure 23. Output intensity as a function o f  polarizer angle, 
probe linear 12fJ and pump linear 45°, 12fJ.
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Figure 24. Output intensity as a function o f  polarizer angle, 
probe linear 45°, 12fJ and pump linear 45°, 875fJ.
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As can be seen in Figure 23, at low pump power the polarisation o f the probe output 

becomes less elliptical as the gain compression increases and is then linear as the device 

recovers, while the orientation stays almost constant. Similarly at high pump energy. 

Figure 24, the probe polarisation varies from elliptical to almost circular and is also 

linear during device recovery. The fact that the polarisation stays quasi linear as the 

device recovers shows that the recovery o f  the polarisation state is dominated by the 

slower interband effects. This is consistent with the results obtained with injected 

continuous wave laser beams, where interband effects dominate and the injection o f  a 

pump beam causes the output probe state o f  polarisation to become linear at this bias 

current, as discussed in chapter 4.

However very different performances can be achieved as a function o f the polarizer 

orientation. For example at 0° the change in probe transmission with pump-probe delay 

is quite small, while the extinction ratio at 320° would be very high (determined by the 

extinction ratio o f the polarizer), since the probe output is linear with a 50° orientation 

at D, but the recovery slow (longer than 50ps). However at 50° the extinction ratio 

seems smaller but the output probe level recovers extremely quickly, in about 5ps. The 

extinction ratio here cannot be precisely predicted as no measurements are taken at 

minimum probe transmission but from the previous measured decays a high extinction 

ratio can be expected (about lOdB). At low pump energy, the intensity measured for 50° 

polarizer angle stays constant except after the fast recovery where it is increased. This is 

consistent with the decay measured in that case, where the transmission showed a very 

sharp decrease around zero delay, which is not measured in these polar plots, followed 

by a fast recovery to a slightly higher level. Figure 23 shows that the gain compression 

is compensated by the polarisation becoming more linear. As such a greater proportion 

o f  the intensity is transmitted through the polarizer. Then as the gain compression 

recovers but the polarisation stays linear, the intensity measured is higher than when the 

pump did not affect the probe.

The main result from this experiment is that even though the recovery o f  the 

polarisation is dominated by the slower interband effects a fast recovery o f the probe 

transmission level can still be achieved by carefully selecting the output polarizer 

orientation. It is also interesting to note that although polarisation switching is often 

referred to in the literature as ‘non-linear polarisation rotation’ [6-9], in this case it is 

mainly a change in the ellipticity o f the signal that occurs and can be used for switching, 

while the rotation observed is small, around 10°.
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7. Conclusion

Polarisation dependent decays were measured for light polarised along the eigen modes 

o f  the device with pump and probe cross-polarised, displaying a large diversity o f 

behaviour which could not be explained without further investigation. The decays 

measured with light polarised at 45° showed a particularly sharp decrease in transmitted 

signal and recovery at low input pump energy for a polarizer angle between 45° and 90° 

which could be o f great interest for ultrafast polarisation switching. The ASE modulated 

by the chopped probe beam was found to have a significant influence on the lock-in 

detection via the phase optimisation under given experimental condition. While some o f 

the information on the timescales o f  the events are lost when measuring polar plots at 

different values o f  pump probe delay, this technique gives valuable information on both 

the state o f  polarisation o f  the signal and how it changes. The rotation o f the eigen mode 

was found to be small, less than 10°, with the TE polarised probe travelling through the 

SOA with its polarisation mostly unchanged, when pumping along the TE or TM mode. 

A modification o f the output probe polarisation with delay is clearly observed when 

injecting light linearly polarised at 45°, under our experimental conditions this was 

mainly due to a change in ellipticity. Although in that case the polarisation modification 

was found to be dominated by the interband effects, a fast recovery can still be achieved 

by the right choice o f  polarizer orientation. In addition to pure gain switching, a higher 

extinction ratio, determined by the extinction ratio o f the polarizer, can be achieved 

using polarization switching, as can be seen on Figure 11, and lower pump powers are 

needed. The change in polarization can also be used to compensate for the slow gain 

compression, with the output intensity staying at a higher level at more negative delays 

and recovering to its initial value directly after the fast recovery in about 5ps.
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CHAPTER 7 :

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Optical switches based on SOAs are critical elements for the implementation o f  the all- 

optical gating necessary in order to overcome the 40Gbit/s limit o f electronic elements 

still in use in optical communication systems [1], Wavelength conversion at lOOGbit/s 

has been demonstrated using a number o f SOA based methods : cross gain modulation 

(XGM) [2], cross-phase modulation (XPM) [3] and four wave mixing (4W M) [4], All 

these techniques are limited by their sensitivity to the polarisation o f the optical input 

signals. The polarisation sensitivity o f  SOAs, due to different gain and refractive indices 

in the TE and TM modes, is well known. Although considerable efforts have been made 

to reduce it, gain anisotropy o f about 2dB usually remains, as does the birefringence. 

Both effects are dependent on device and optical injection parameters. Therefore the 

change o f  polarisation and the gain experienced by a laser beam as it travels through the 

SOA are both altered when a second laser beam is injected into the device. High speed 

all-optical switching applications based on this non-linear polarisation rotation (NPR) 

have been demonstrated [5-8]. A better understanding o f polarisation effects is 

necessary in order to optimize the different wavelength conversion schemes, XGM, 

XPM, FWM and NPR. In this thesis an experimental investigation o f polarisation 

sensitivity in SOAs was presented, first without optical injection, then both in the 

continuous wave (CW) and dynamic regimes.

1. Conclusions

The polarisation sensitivity was first measured in the CW regime. The origin o f  the non

linear polarisation rotation in semiconductor optical amplifiers was studied using two 

different techniques. Two phenomena were considered as sources o f the NRP: the 

asymmetric gain between the TE and TM modes and the birefringence. In the first 

experiment, without injected signal, the underlying properties o f the waveguide are 

probed. Polarisation resolved ASE spectra were recorded and the gain and refractive 

index for the two eigen modes o f the SOA waveguide were calculated. As quoted by the 

manufacturer, the single-pass gains o f the TE and TM modes are almost equal without
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optical injection (within 1.5dB o f each other at the gain peak o f 1580nm). It was found 

using this method, that a difference in the refractive indices o f the two modes could be 

observed, with the refractive index along the TE axis slightly greater than that along the 

TM axis. Without optical injection the gain anisotropy in this device is low and a small 

birefringence can be observed.

In the second experiment, a new approach has been developed in order to investigate the 

gain and refractive index differences o f the two eigen modes in the CW regime. A CW 

signal is injected into the SOA and the change in the state o f polarisation at the output 

o f  the device is measured using a polarimeter. The input polarisation is linear and 

rotated over 90°, for a range o f input powers. From the fit o f the experimental results, 

with a basic electric field propagation model, we are able to measure the TE and TM 

gain ratio and the birefringence as a function o f injected power. It is found that even 

though the TE and TM gains are close under low optical injection, consistent with the 

gain extracted from the analysis o f the ASE spectra, the difference in gain between the 

two modes increases with increasing injected power, the TE gain becoming increasingly 

larger than the TM gain. The phase difference between TE and TM modes was found to 

get closer to zero as the injected power is increased, causing the maximum ellipticity to 

decrease and the orientation curves to become more linear. Finally by measuring the 

change o f  polarisation o f  the input beam over a larger range o f input orientation (-90° to 

90°), a small rotation o f the principal axes, to a maximum of 5°, was observed. Under 

optical injection the gain anisotropy increases with input power and the TM mode was 

found to be more susceptible to gain saturation.

Pump-probe measurements were undertaken in the CW regime in order to assess the 

potential o f non-linear polarisation rotation for all-optical switching. In CW the change 

in probe state o f polarisation can be measured directly with a polarimeter and the device 

and injection parameters affecting it determined. The output probe state o f polarisation 

was found to be strongly dependent on input pump power and bias current while the 

variation observed with pump polarisation was smaller. The ellipticity decreases with 

pump power while both the ellipticity and orientation are modified as the bias current is 

changed. This change in polarisation is always present unless light is injected with a 

linear polarisation oriented along the eigen modes o f the device. As such it should be 

taken into account for any switching application. Using polarisation switching by
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placing a polarizer at the output of the device can lead to an improvement of the 

extinction ratio (ER), compared to gain switching only, by 2dB or decrease it by 1.5dB 

depending on the polarizer orientation. This however is not a limitation o f the set-up but 

rather reflects the change in polarisation experienced by the probe when the pump is 

switched on. The ER could easily be improved by adding extra polarisation controlling 

components in order to block out the output probe signal when the pump is on.

As the injected power of either the probe or pump signal is increased, the change in 

probe polarisation becomes more linear, with a more constant rotation and a smaller 

output ellipticity. A breakdown of the model developed for the single CW beam 

experiment is observed when fitting the experimental polarisation data under pumping 

condition, showing that the gain and birefringence effects are now dependent on the 

input probe state of polarisation. The ellipticity data are more sensitive to the presence 

of the pump. In all the experiments conducted in the CW regime, the ellipticity was 

found to be a critical parameter of the polarisation sensitivity in SOAs, while the 

polarisation rotation is mostly observed at low injected powers and is larger at low bias 

current.

The polarisation sensitivity was then studied in the picosecond regime. A free space 

contra-propagation configuration was implemented, allowing the polarization resolved 

dynamics o f the device under test to be studied. A series of pump-probe experiments 

were performed, with co or cross polarised pulses, injecting light polarised along the 

eigen modes o f the device and linearly polarised at 45°. From the transmission of the 

probe pulse as a function of delay, it was possible to observe the fast and slow recovery 

components o f the gain compression. The gain compression was found to be dependent 

on the pump and probe state of polarisation and pump pulse energy. In all cases the gain 

compression parameters increase with pump energy. When injecting along the eigen 

modes o f the device, the cross-polarised data are dominated by interband effects and 

show a low coupling between the modes. The maximum gain compression was found to 

be higher for the TMTM case but with a larger contribution o f the slow gain 

compression than the TETE case. It follows that the prevalence o f the fast intraband 

effects in the TETE case shows the highest potential for ultrafast all-optical gain 

switching. The fast recovery times measured for the co-polarised cases are close, with 

the TETE slightly longer, and increase with pump energy. Fast recovery times from 

4.5ps to 7ps were recorded, showing potential for ultrafast gating. Furthermore the
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rotation o f the eigen modes was found to be small, less than 10°, therefore the influence 

o f  polarisation rotation is expected to be small as long as light is injected along these 

eigen modes. In order to take advantage o f  the larger contribution o f the fast recovering 

gain compression in the co-polarised cases, contra-propagation configurations can be 

used although in this case the switching speed is limited by the transit time into the 

device. Another solution would be to use a co-propagation set-up, set the pump and 

probe signals at different wavelengths and separate them at the output with an optical 

filter. In order to implement the latter solution, the efficiency o f the conversion should 

first be studied as a function o f detuning between the input signals.

In order to assess the potential for polarization switching, the device recovery when 

injecting light at 45° was studied. The gain compression and timescales were found to 

be dependent on the pump polarization (45° or -45°) due to the presence o f  rotating 

fields in these cases. The shorter fast recovery time, around 2.5ps, and higher gain 

compression measured in the cross-polarised case, probe 45° pump 45°, make it the 

most promising configuration for all-optical polarization switching. Therefore this 

configuration was used for the following investigation o f the dynamics o f  the non-linear 

polarisation rotation. Under given experimental conditions, the change in polarisation is 

mainly a change in the ellipticity, the output probe polarisation becoming more linear 

under the influence o f the pump signal. Although in that case the dynamics o f the 

polarisation modification was found to be dominated by the interband effects, a fast 

recovery can still be achieved by the right choice o f polarizer orientation. Compared to 

pure gain switching, where a maximum extinction ratio o f 1 OdB to 13dB was obtained 

for the co-polarised cases, with polarisation switching the probe signal could be 

extinguished to a level below the detection sensitivity, i.e. the extinction ratio was 

determined by the that o f the polarizer. Moreover the slow recovery o f  the output probe 

intensity due to the slow recovering gain compression can be compensated for by the 

increased transmitted intensity through the polarizer due to the change in polarisation. 

While the complete recovery o f the intensity could be observed in less than 5ps, the 

slower gain recovery is much longer. Therefore the output probe level when a pulse is 

injected, after intensity recovery but before total gain recovery, should be investigated. 

And a study at higher repetition rates is necessary in order to determine to what extent 

the slow gain recovery affects the switching efficiency.
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2. SO As in optical communications

The free space contra-propagation set-up implemented for the present work has proven 

to be very efficient for the study o f polarisation effects in SOAs. However with the use 

o f  fibre optics in optical communication, polarisation senshivity will remain an issue for 

each component used in all-optical systems.

As linear amplifiers in integrated optics systems the polarisation sensitivity o f  SOAs 

remains a drawback. For high speed applications, where pulsed sources are used, more 

work needs be performed on device technology. Improvements in facets anti-reflection 

coatings and waveguide design led to low polarisation sensitivity in the CW  regime, 

which as was discussed in this thesis does not extend to the dynamic behaviour o f the 

SOA. As ultra-fast optical communications develop it is their low polarisation in the 

picosecond regime that becomes critical.

As switching elements the fast recovery observed and large fast recovering gain 

compression measured in the TETE mode is most prom.ising. However the state o f 

polarisation o f  the input signals needs be carefully controlled. For switching 

applications where pure XGM, XPM or FWM is used, polarisation effects may also be 

reduced by suppressing the TM mode o f the device, for example through application o f 

strain in the structure. However the coupling efficiency would still be dependent on the 

state o f  polarisation o f the input signal, and the effect o f strain on dynamics needs to be 

investigated in more details.

Polarisation switching was found to be most efficient when used in conjunction with 

XGM, providing a much larger extinction ratio and a faster total recovery o f  the output 

probe intensity. Compared to pure XGM, the only additional element is a polarizer 

placed before detection. The polarisation sensitivity in that case is taken advantage of, 

so that the presently commercially available components can be used. The dynamic gain 

anisotropy is actually necessary for polarisation switching. Once again the input state o f 

polarisation needs to be carefully controlled. The implementation o f XGM and 

polarisation switching is much simpler than XPM and FWM schemes, however for any 

integrated optical gate, the properties o f the waveguides placed before and after the 

SOA have to be carefully chosen. Waveguide polarizers and single polarization 

waveguides structures have been proposed [9-11] and the efficiency o f  SOA-based all- 

optical gating will depend on the development o f polarisation controlling waveguides.
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The polarisation sensitivity o f  SOAs can potentially be tailored to suit the application o f 

interest. Low-polarisation sensitivity is needed for linear amplification, while 

suppression o f the one o f  the eigen modes could improve the performance o f all-optical 

switching based on XGM, XPM and FWM. Finally the gain anisotropy in the dynamic 

regime can be taken advantage o f by using polarisation switching in addition to XGM.

3. Future work

The further development o f the model succinctly presented in chapter 2 is under way in 

Dublin City University. It is now able to deal with two contra-propagating inputs and 

includes ultrafast effects. Simulations and fitting o f  the experimental data presented in 

this work are currently being performed.

Using the same set-up and experimental conditions, investigation o f  the wavelength 

dependence o f the dynamic behaviour can give further insight into the relative 

importance o f spectral hole burning and carrier heating [12], As discussed below, the 

wavelength dependence o f the modulation efficiency will be o f critical importance for 

the implementation o f co-propagation switching schemes. While this is relevant for 

optical switching applications, and in particular polarisation switching, investigation o f 

the SOA dynamics in the femtosecond regime would allow events occurring with 

different timescales to be more easily resolved and their polarisation dependence 

determined.

As mentioned before, pump-probe studies are usually performed in a co-propagation 

configuration, with the pump and probe cross-polarised along the eigen modes o f the 

device. However it was clearly demonstrated in chapter 5 that this corresponds to the 

slower dynamic configuration. Therefore co-propagation pump-probe studies should be 

undertaken with different combination o f  input signal polarisation. The interpretation o f 

the pump probe data and the extraction o f the different timescales are more 

straightforward when using a co-propagation set-up. Those timescales could therefore 

more easily be compared to values found in the literature since a lot o f work has been 

performed in a co-propagation configuration. While the fastest recovery was measured 

for the TETE case in contra-propagation, the fall time in that case corresponds to twice 

the propagation time in the SOA. Therefore a much shorter fall time is expected in co-
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propagation where it is related to a correlation of the pump and probe pulses. In order to 

implement co-polarised gain switching or polarisation switching in co-propagation the 

pump and probe signals have to be set at different wavelengths, which may decrease the 

efficiency of the modulation.

The work presented in this thesis was performed on a single bulk ridge waveguide. 

However as was discussed in chapter 2 a number o f different structures are available, 

using bulk and quantum well materials. In this context it would be interesting to 

determine how polarisation sensitivity affects those SOAs and how much of the 

experimental configuration optimisation is device specific. The most recent work on 

quantum dot and quantum dash based SOAs has been focused on gain dynamics, 

showing behaviour that differs from bulk and quantum well devices [13, 14], while 

study of polarisation effects is yet to be performed.
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